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The use of personal media devices (PMDs) in traffic can lead to safety critical
situations. This is due to divided visual attention between the device and the
interface. This thesis considers the use of auditory interfaces for multitasking in
PMDs. Aural multitasking refers to performing several simultaneous tasks by
using sound as the primary display modality. In order to create such an eyes-free
multitasking interface, the problems of presenting information from various sound
sources and issues regarding the interaction must be solved.
This thesis consists of three distinct topics. The first topic presents a gesture
controller for auditory interfaces. The controller uses acoustic classification to
recognize four tactile gestures and it can be operated for example through a
pocket. The second topic presents a multilayer auditory interface. The multilayer
interface incorporates ideas from ambient displays and creates a personal, layered,
soundscape that enables auditory attention managing. The method divides the
information and tasks into foreground and background streams according to
their priorities. The last topic presents a rapid head-related transfer function
(HRTF) personalization method for PMD usage. The method is implemented
as an auditory game and it does not require additional accessories besides the
headphones.
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A¨a¨nenvarainen monika¨ytto¨ henkilo¨kohtaisissa medialaitteissa
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Valvoja: Professori Vesa Va¨lima¨ki
Ohjaaja: Tekniikan tohtori Aki Ha¨rma¨
Henkilo¨kohtaisten medialaitteiden (personal media device, PMD) ka¨ytto¨ liiken-
teessa¨ saattaa johtaa onnettomuuksiin. Ta¨ma¨ johtuu kyseisten laitteiden ka¨yto¨n
aikana tapahtuvasta visuaalisen huomiokyvyn jakamisesta laitteen ja ympa¨risto¨n
va¨lilla¨. Ta¨ma¨ diplomityo¨ ka¨sittelee a¨a¨nenvaraista monika¨ytto¨a¨ (auditory multitas-
king) PMD-laitteissa ka¨ytta¨en la¨hto¨kohtanaan a¨a¨nika¨ytto¨liittymia¨. A¨a¨nenvarainen
monika¨ytto¨ viittaa useiden samanaikaisten tehta¨vien suorittamiseen ka¨ytta¨en
a¨a¨nta¨ ensisijaisena modaliteettina. Jotta ta¨ha¨n tavoitteiseen pa¨a¨sta¨isiin, on rat-
kaistava useita perustavanlaatuisia ongelmia monila¨hteisen a¨a¨ni-informaation
esitta¨miseen ja interaktioon liittyen.
Ta¨ma¨ diplomityo¨ koostuu kolmesta aiheesta. Ensimma¨inen aihe esittelee eleisiin
perustuvan ohjaustavan a¨a¨nika¨ytto¨liittymille. Ohjain ka¨ytta¨a¨ a¨a¨nentunnistusta
nelja¨n haptisen eleen luokitteluun. Ta¨sta¨ johtuen ohjainta voidaan ka¨ytta¨a¨ esimer-
kiksi taskun la¨pi. Toinen aihepiiri esittelee monikerroksisen a¨a¨nika¨ytto¨liittyma¨n,
joka hyo¨dynta¨a¨ ns. ympa¨risto¨o¨n sulautuvien na¨ytto¨jen (ambient display) ideoi-
ta ja luo henkilo¨kohtaisen, kerrostetun a¨a¨nimaiseman. Tarkoituksena on luoda
a¨a¨nimaisema, jossa ka¨ytta¨ja¨ pystyy keskitta¨ma¨a¨n huomiokykynsa¨ haluamaansa
a¨a¨nivirtaan. Kyseisessa¨ toteutuksessa a¨a¨nila¨hteet jaotellaan etu- ja taustakerrok-
siin niiden prioriteettien perusteella. Viimeinen aihe esittelee nopean head-related
transfer function -pohjaisen (HRTF) tilaa¨a¨nija¨rjestelma¨n personalisointimetodin.
Metodi voidaan toteuttaa a¨a¨nipelina¨ ja se ei vaadi kuulokkeiden lisa¨ksi erillisia¨
laitteita.
Asiasanat: A¨a¨nika¨ytto¨liittyma¨t, katseeton vuorovaikutus, akustiikka,
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Personal mobile devices (PMD) have enabled the possibility of being constantly
connected to social networks, having an instant access to various online
services, reading news and emails and having a whole media collection in
our pocket. PMDs have proven to be helpful in many cases as the user can
peform various tasks regardless of their own physical location. The growth in
the use of smartphones has been exponential worldwide and it is predicted to
become an everyday object worldwide [1].
The usage of a cellphones in traffic leads to safety critical situations [2, 3].
This is due to the limitations of human attention capabilities, which include
both sensory and cognitive factors. For example, the distraction caused by
interfaces that require visual attention (i.e. PMDs and music players) in a
car is the major contributor in automobile crashes [4, 5, 6]. Furthermore, the
pedestrians have an increased risk of getting hit by a car while using PMDs
as they tend to look at the device instead of paying attention to the traffic
[2]. The visual and cognitive distractions caused by the PMD reduce the
situation awareness and increases reaction times and unsafe behavior [3]. The
divided visual attention between the PMD and the surrounding environment
is fragmented into short bursts that have the duration of 4− 8 seconds [7, 8].
1.1 Aim of the thesis
As majority of the distractions caused by the PMDs are visual, this thesis aims
to find design concepts that enable PMD usage based solely on the auditory
modality. As the users will have their eyes free, the visual inattentional
blindness is reduced which results in increased traffic safety.
The interface mapping from the visual domain to auditory is not a straight-
forward process. How to, for example, attain same information level as a
9
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visual interface can provide? On the other hand, are the two modalities so
different by nature that totally different objectives should be considered? Also,
what are the user’s expectations and what are the tasks they are performing?
Furthermore, as the screen is not used, the PMD does not need to be held in
hand - it can be virtually located anywhere, for example inside a pocket.
Rather than going into an exact interface design, this thesis presents
design ideas and concepts that support aural multitasking in a PMD.
1.2 Workflow
The workflow followed a user centered design (UCD) process. In UCD [9]
the user is involved in the planning and prototyping stages of a product
development. In the current study, the outcome of the planning stage was
three distinct research topics. The workflow of the planning stage consisted
of five steps and is presented in Figure 1.1.
First, a group of hypothetical consumers were interviewed about their
PMD usage habits. Most subjects reported that they use PMDs for sending
and receiving messages, reading news, listening to music, playing games and
using lifestyle such as the sports and fitness applications.
Second, five hypothetical consumer insights were formulated based on
the interviews. The insights were written in a form of a general consumer
wish. Each insight included a usability problem that varied from eyes-free
interaction to a type of ambient awareness. The insights are presented in
Appendix A.
Third, the insights were presented to the representatives of the mar-
keting division. The marketing division chose three topics on which to be
consentrated.
Fourth, a brainstorm session was organized to find practical solutions to
the chosen topics. The attendees were briefly introduced to basic auditory
interface and spatial sound concepts. The group generated a large number of
data and propositions for each topic.
Finally, the data gathered from the brainstorm session was processed
and organized into three research topics. First topic considers rapid and
eyes-free interaction. The second topic considers information presentation
from multiple simultaneous sources. Third topic is about head-phone based
spatial sound personalization method that is suitable for PMD usage.
After the planning, the three research topics were independently and con-
secutively implemented. Each implementation was evaluated by conducting a
subjective listening test or experiment.
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Figure 1.1: The workflow of the planning stage.
1.3 Organization of the thesis
The thesis is divided into seven chapters. Chapter 2 introduces the theory
related to spatial sound. Chapter 3 presents key concepts of the auditory
interfaces. Chapter 4 presents a gesture based controller for eyes-free in-
teraction. Chapter 5 suggests a multilayer auditory interface for auditory
attention managing and multitasking. Chapter 6 presents a rapid HRTF
personalisation method. Finally, chapter 7 concludes the thesis.
Chapter 2
Spatial sound
The human auditory system is able to conceive the spatial properties of
sounds. These properties include the direction, elevation and distance of a
sound source [10, 11]. A listener may also be able to estimate the dimensions
of the room and the sound source from the perceived spatial impression
[12, 13]. From an evolutionary viewpoint, these abilities have been beneficial
in a hostile environment [14].
The properties of spatial hearing have been under intensive research over
the last decades. The research has enabled spatial sound reproduction systems
that are mostly used in entertainment, i.e. surround sound for movies, music
and games, but they have other applications as well. These application areas
include teleconferencing, technological aids for visually impaired, clinical use
and virtual and augmented reality [15, 16, 17, 18, 19].
2.1 Sound source localization
The source localization is based on binaural listening. For readings concerning
the fundamentals of sound source localization, see [10, 20, 21, 22, 11]. A
normal human has two ears, a head into which the ears are attached and a
torso for the head. Each of these body parts has their own contribution to the
sound before entering the ear canals. For example the head attenuates the
sound at contralateral ear and the torso causes a so called shoulder bounce
for elevated sound sources. The sound varies between the ears in onset time,
pressure level and spectral properties. In the literature, time variation is
referred to as interaural time difference (ITD) and level difference as interaural
level difference (ILD). Based on these variations, the auditory system is able
to determine the horizontal direction and elevation of the sound source.
The localization is strongly affected by the anthropometrics [23, 24, 25,
12
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26, 27]. There are countless of smaller and larger differences in the shapes and
sizes of pinnae, heads and torsos amongst individuals. Thus, the attenuation
and scattering of a sound wave from these body parts varies from person
to person, which causes spectral variation. Each person has an auditory
system that is adjusted to the cues that are provided by the individual
spectral features. However, the system is also able to adapt to changes in the
anthropometrics [28]. This can be the case for example after a trauma.
2.1.1 The interaural-polar coordinate system
A polar coordinate system is often used in the context of source localization
and spatial sound. The system specifies the direction of an sound source
unambiguously by using two angles. The azimuth (θ) corresponds to lateral
direction and (φ) to elevation. The origin of the system is the midpoint of
an interaural axis that is set by a line between the two ears. The vertical
plane, often referred to as the median plane, bisects the head into left and
right hemispheres. Elevation (φ) specifies the rotation around the interaural
axis. Azimuth is the angle between a ray to the sound source and the median
plane. The coordinate system is presented in Figure 2.1.
2.1.2 Interaural time difference (ITD)
A sound wave rarely ever enters the two ear canals exactly at the same time.
Let us consider two cases that are presented in Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3. It
can be observed in the first figure, where a plane wave is arriving directly
at the front (φ=0◦and θ=0◦), that the wave propagates equal distance to
both ears. Hence, there are no temporal differences between the ears. In
the latter figure, the source is located 30◦ to the right. Here the soundwave
has a longer distance to propagate to the left ear than to the right ear. As
the sound velocity in air is approximately 340m/s, the wavefront reaches the
left ear slightly later. This difference is referred to as the interaural time
difference (ITD). The auditory system detects ITDs ranging from 10µs [30]
to approximately 700µs.
Directional cues provided by the interaural time difference are frequency
dependent. The ITD provides the primary localization cues at low frequencies
up to 1000Hz [31]. Above 1kHz there is a transition band up to 2kHz, where the
localization is not properly functioning. This is due to the physical dimensions
of the head. The average distance between the two ears is approximately
23cm, which corresponds to the wavelength of a 1500Hz sinusoidal signal.
Above 1500Hz the wavelength becomes shorter than the distance between
the ears. As a result, ITD does not provide localization cues, as it becomes
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Figure 2.1: The interaural-polar coordinate system [29].
impossible to determine which signal is behind. Also, at very low frequencies
the ITD is unable to provide localization cues, because the wavelength is too
long compared to the interaural distance. However, the auditory system is
able to determine the ITDs of complex signals from the interaural envelope
[32].
2.1.3 Interaural level difference (ILD)
There are almost always sound pressure level differences between the ears.
Let us again consider the Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3. It can be inferred, that
the sound pressure level is very close to equal at both ears when the source it
at front. In Figure 2.3, the right ear is closer to the sound source. The head,
as an physical object with a certain mass, volume and internal structure,
attenuates the sound wave. This interaural level difference (ILD) can be also
referred to as interaural intensity difference (IID).
ILD is more efficient in providing localization cues at high frequencies [22].
ILD becomes more pronounced approximately above 1500Hz. This is due
to the fact that the wavelength of the incoming sound is of the same size as
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Figure 2.2: The wave propagation of a sound source located at θ = 0◦.
the head diameter. Correspondingly, the head is acoustically transparent at
low frequencies, and thus there is no detected attenuation between the ears
and the localization is based on ITD. Furthermore, ILD provides the most
prominent localization cues above 4kHz. For example, at 1kHz the ILD can
be 8dB and at 10kHz it may be high as 30dB. The just-noticeable difference
(JND) for ILD is approximaltely 0.5dB [30]. JND is a threshold that describes
the smallest level that is correctly detected 50% of the time [33].
2.1.4 Issues on localization
Localization is not completely accurate for every sound source. According to
the classic duplex theory, ILD and ITD work at complementary frequency
ranges - ITD for low and ILD for high frequencies [34, 31]. However, there
is a transition band from approximately 1kHz to 4kHz, where neither of the
mechanisms are ideal [20]. The highest error rate occurs at 3kHz.
The so called cone of confusion [34, 35, 19] is predicted by the duplex
theory. The theory assumes the head as a complete sphere. If we draw a cone
that has base at θ = 90◦, φ = 0◦, we notice, that on the circular intersection
of the cone, the ILD and ITD are constant. They are thus unable to provide
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Figure 2.3: The wave propagation of a sound source located at θ = 30◦.
unambiguous localization cues. The source may be located at θ = −45◦ or at
θ = 45◦, but the auditory system, according to the duplex theory, would not
able to determine whether the source is located at front or back.
The cone of confusion itself is theoretical to some extend. The head is not
a regular shaped sphere. Therefore, there are always some slight variations
on the ITD and ILD [19]. More importantly, the spectral features that occur
due to the sound scattering and diffracting on pinna, head and torso have an
significant influence on the localization accuracy [19]. In fact, the spectral
balance between frontal and backward directions is the primary cue for front-
back discrmimination [36, 37]. Furthermore, the capability to move the head
decreases the front-back confusions and increases the localization accuracy
[38, 39, 40].
The localization resolution is not evenly distributed. The localization is
most accurate at frontal locations and least accurate at the sides. Localization
blur expresses the minimum audible angle (MAA) for θ, φ and distance.
Depending on what kind of excitation signal is used, the localization blur for
θ varies from the maximal accuracy of approximately ±1◦ [41] at front to
±10◦ at the sides [11]. It is especially high for 1500Hz sinusoids at the sides.
This is again due to the fact that the wavelength is the same size as the head.
The localization blur for a 100ms white noise burst is shown in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: Localization blur for 100ms white noise burst. The source positions
and corresponding perceived directions are evaluated at four positions. Figure
adapted from [11].
2.2 Distance perception
The perception of a sound depends on where the sound source and listener
are located and the acoustic environment. The sound propagates in the air
and reflects from the surfaces before entering the ear canals of the listener.
For example, if the subject is close to the sound source, the sound intensity is
higher. Furthermore, if the subject is moving further away, the ratio between
direct and reflected sound decreases.
Four acoustic cues are often proposed to explain the capability to perceive
the distance of a sound source [42]. The cues include intensity, direct-to-
reverberant energy ratio, spectrum and binaural differences. Auditory system
combines multiple cues to construct the distance estimate [43]. As the acoustic
cues change from an environment to another, learning has an important part
in the distance estimation [44, 11]. The accuracy of distance perception is poor
compared to direction accuracy [45]. There is a tendency to underestimate
the distance of distant sources and to overestimate the distance of sources
closer than one meter [43].
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2.2.1 Intensity cues
Sound intensity loss follows the inverse-square law as a function of distance.
Under ideal free-field conditions using a point source, the intensity decreases
6dB as the distance doubles. Under non-indeal reverberant conditions this
loss is always less than 6dB due to the reflections.
Distance perception accuracy is increased if the sound source is familiar
[44, 46, 11]. Under non-reverberant conditions, the auditory system is forced
to make an assumption about the source power according to the sound
intensity at the ear [43]. As is it known how loud a certain sound is on
a known distance, the distance can be estimated when the source is at an
unknown distance. Distance perception based solely on intensity variations is
limited to approximately 10 meters [11]. The term acoustic horizon describes
the point, after which changes in the distance in the terms of intensity are no
longer perceived [47].
2.2.2 Reverberation
Reverberation is due to the sound reflections from surfaces in a certain space.
Room size, surface materials, and the amount and placement of absorbants
are the primary factors that determine the reverberation of an environment.
Reverberation is often approximated to be a diffuse sound field and therefore
the reverberant energy can be assumed to be equally distributed.
As the source distance increases, the ratio between direct and reverberant
(D/R) sound parts changes [43]. The direct sound part attenuates according to
the inverse-square law, while the reverberant part remains the same according
to the diffuse field approximation. As a result, the D/R ratio decreases as
the distance increases.
Reverberation seems to provide absolute distance cue that is independend
of source power [48, 49]. Furthermore, distance perception is more accurate
in reverberant environment than in anechoic [42]. Early reflections and
reverberation time provide strong distance cues, as the human listener is able
to make assumptions of the size of the space [11].
2.2.3 Spectral properties
The spectral properties have been reported to have an impact on the distance
perception. In [50] a click that was low-pass filtered with a cut-off frequency
7.68kHz was consistently judged to be more distant than click that was low-
pass filtered at 10.56kHz. However, Little et al. [51] discussed whether these
values are too extreme to appear under natural conditions. Furthermore,
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their study show that small spectral chances can serve as a relative but not
as an absolute cue.
Spectral changes as a function of distance are mainly due to the air
absorption and reflections [43]. On the distances greater than 15m, air
absorbs high frequencies [10]. However, this attenuation is relatively small -
approximately 3dB to 4dB at 4kHz per 100m distance [52].
2.3 Spatial sound headphone reproduction
Spatial sound reproduction constists of technologies that enables the arbitrary
placement of sound sources on a virtual auditory space. In principle the
spatialized sound should have the same characteristics as a similarly located
sound source in the real world. As in any reproduction system, the ultimate
goal is to create a system, that is capable of producing virtual auditory
scenes that the user would not be able to distinguish from the real world. A
completely realistic, or sonorealistic, reproduction system is hard to implement
due to the complex behavior of the real world sound fields. Yet, depending
on the application, simplified systems that use approximations are often
sufficient.
A typical headphone based spatial sound systems model the sound propa-
gation to the two ears. These models are often used together with a room
model [53].
2.3.1 Head-Related Transfer Functions (HRTF)
Head-Related Transfer Functions describe the propagation of sound in free
field from the source to ear canal or to eardrum [11]. HRTFs can be measured
or they can be constructed based on geometric models [26]. Measured HRTFs
are referred to as HRTF-impulse responses or Head Related Impulse Response
(HRIR).
HRTFs are individual. Measuring the individual HRIRs leads, in theory,
to the best results and the localization accuracy can be equivalent or close
to free field listening [54]. However, it is practically an impossible task to
perform the HRIR measurements for each user of a spatial reproduction
system. Hundreds or thousands of sampling points are needed in order to
create a full HRIR set for one user. Furthermore, the measurements require
special facilities and equipment.
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2.4 HRTF individualization
There are several consequences of using non-individualized HRTFs. The
virtual sound sources are not localized accurately and front-back confusions
are often encountered [55, 56]. The elevation perception is particularly
problematic [55, 57]. Furthermore, the sounds may not be externalized
correctly and are perceived inside the head [25]. In general, the overall spatial
perception may be distorted with generic HRTFs [58, 59].
The challenge is to find an efficient, practical and rapid method for
individualization. As the HRTF measurements are expensive, it would be
beneficial if the HRTFs could be obtained without them. If such a method
existed, realistic 3D-audio and virtual auditory displays (VAD) would be
available for a wide range of users [59].
2.4.1 Performance evaluation
A common subjective performance meter of a spatial reproduction system
is a lateralization experiment [25, 58, 57, 60, 61, 62]. The lateralization
experiment evaluates how accurately the subjects are able to tell the direction
of a sound source. Other metrics that have been used are for example the
externalization, front-back discrimination and the perceived realism [63, 62].
The performance evaluation is not a simple task. The goal is to present
the sound object as realistically as possible - even up to an extent, where
the reproduction system remains unnoticed and an illusion of being at the
site is experienced. The lateralization experiments exclude this issue. It is
often the case that when the lateralization is accurate, the spatializing is
considered to be functioning. The overall quality of a spatial rendering system
is a more complex issue than the plain lateralization accuracy. Rumsey has
presented a scene-based paradigm to the subjective quality evaluation [64].
In this paradigm, the attributes are divided into micro and macro attributes.
Micro attributes describe the features of single auditory elements, while macro
attributes describe features of the whole auditory scene. These attributes are
furthermore divided into four categories: width; distance and depth; spatial
immersion, and a miscellanious category that includes attributes conserning
source and scene stability and focus.
2.4.2 Measurement
The direct individualization method is to measure the HRIRs. Measurements
often produces the best spatialization [63, 58, 56, 65, 66]. The outcome of
the measurement is a database consisting of impulse responses that contain
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information about the sound propagation to both ears at each sampled
spherical coordinate. A specific HRIR can be accessed with the corresponding
azimuth (θ) and elevation (φ) angles. The utilization of the measured HRIRs
has a low computational cost and can the spatialization be performed in real
time [61].
The measurements are performed under free-field conditions for example in
an anechoic chamber [67, 68, 69, 11, 70, 71]. The subject is sitting or standing
in the middle of a construction that is either a sphere, arc or a hoop [69, 72, 73].
The construction is a movable supporting framework for the speaker system.
The speaker system produces excitation signal that is measured at both
ears with miniature probe microphones [11, 72, 73]. The current standard
measurement method is a blocked ear-canal or blocked meatus type, in which
the microphone is placed at the entrance of the ear-canal [74, 58, 72]. The
speaker system is moved and the measurement repeated until the full space
around the subject is sampled [72]. The measurements are usually performed
at a fixed distance.
The number of sampling points determines the spatial resolution. By using
the suggested minimum audible angles (MAA) in the horizontal and vertical
planes [75, 76], there will be approximately 2000 sampling points. As the
localization accuracy is not evenly distributed, this number can be reduced
by using non-uniform sampling points [72]. Furthermore, interpolation can be
applied to intermediate positions, which can furthermore reduce the required
number of sampling points [77, 78, 79]. The subject needs to remain at a
static position during the process, which may take from two minutes [80, 81]
up to hours to perform.
2.4.3 Database match
Instead of performing measurements for each individual, it might be reasonable
to select the most suitable HRTFs from a database. For example, the CIPIC
database, contains measurements from 45 subjects [72]. Other databases
are the LISTEN database (IRCAM and AKG) [69], the FIU database (the
Florida International University DSP Lab) [82] and the KEMAR database
(MIT) [83].
The direct approach to database matching is to let the user choose the most
preferable alternative from a selection of HRIRs [59, 63, 84]. This method
evaluates indirectly the overall quality of the system. Other qualities of the
reproduction system, such as externalization and elevation and front-back
discrimination, may also be subjectically evaluated [63]. The individually
measured HRIRs are often the most preferred, if they are included in the
selection, but in some cases also the non-individual HRIRs are frequently
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chosen [63].
Another approach is to use anthropometric data to find the best matching
HRTFs [85, 86, 87] or to simulate them [88]. The anthropometric features may
be automatically extracted with computer vision technologies [87, 81]. The
CIPIC database contains 27 anthropometric measurement of head, pinna, neck
and torso dimensions for each subject [72]. Furthermore, the HRTF database
at FIU DSP Lab [82] contains 3D models of the pinna for each subject. For
instance, the pinna parameters in the CIPIC HRTF database have been
shown to have a significant effect on the lateralization accuracy [89, 90]. If
the antropometric features are extracted from an arbitrary subject, they can
be compared against a database. If a close match data between the extracted
features and the features found in the database occurs, the corresponding
HRTFs are, in theory, similar to the subject’s individual HRTFs.
2.4.4 Anthropometric modeling
Approach, which aims to understand the influence of different body compo-
nents on the HRTF is called structural analysis [27]. This approach is based
on the proposition by Genuit in [91], in which each anatomical structure was
represented as a filter. Due to linearity, the HRTF can be constructed as a
cascaded combination of the filters [27, 92]. Structural modeling is attractive,
as it enables computationally inexpensive real-time HRTF rendering [93].
The pinna is amongst the most influential body parts in the spatial hearing
[10]. The effect of the pinna on the frequency response and localization has
been widely studied and modeled [94, 95, 27, 96, 11]. Pinna reflections
produce several notches into the spectrum, that can be seen in the pinna
related transfer function (PRTF) [93, 92, 96]. The PRTFs may be measured,
modeled by using anthropometric data or extracted from HRTF data.
The simplest structural HRTF model is the head and torso model (HAT)
[97]. It is constructed by cascading the PRTFs with simple spherical models
for head and torso [98]. HAT is an accurate approximation of the HRTF




The main senses that the human uses to obtain information about the world
are vision and hearing. Vision is the dominant modality and the current
culture is highly visual. Hearing is easily neglected as in the everyday listening
it remains somewhat hidden in the background. The sound can go unnoticed
when it is present, but when there is no sound, we notice it immediately and
we might feel even disoriented.
A large amount of information is conveyed via sound in our daily activies.
The hum of an air condition device, approaching foot steps and almost an
unlimited number of other examples. We are able to learn the finest details of
sounds, and we are therefore, for example, able to tell the approaching person
by the foot steps, and if there something wrong with the air conditioning
device. What is remarkable is that these observation processes are mostly
autonomous [20, 11]. Indeed, the sound as a modality is different to visual.
We do not need to turn our head to focus our auditory attention on something
- this is a cognitive ability. Furthermore, sound is of spatiotemporal nature.
It seldom remains constant in time.
Auditory interfaces use sound to present information [100]. The research
on auditory interfaces attempts to find new methods and areas in which
the use of sound is beneficial. The research incorporates knowledge of the
properties of hearing and sound, cognitive issues, interaction methods and
sound reproduction technologies.
Auditory displays are not a new subject. The earliest example is from
the mid 1800 - the Morse code [101]. Trained people are able to decode the
message in real-time without no real effort. Furthermore, sound is used in
many graphical user interfaces (GUI) to provide feedback. The research of
auditory interfaces has been gaining and increasing attention during the last
two decades. The International Community for Auditory Display (ICAD)
was founded in 1993.
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3.1 Usage of sound in interfaces
Sound may be used as the primary or as a complementary modality [100]. The
latter case is more common. For example, sound is often used in conjunction
with vision in the GUIs, in which sound may for example reinforce the visual
information. The design of an audio-only interface follows very different
paradigms as the nature of sound is very different to visual. It must be
considered why to incorporate sound and what kind of information is presented
via sound [100].
Using sound in interfaces can provide many benefits. It can reduce the
visual overload caused by many GUIs [100]. Sound can also efficiently draw
the attention from one task to another [100, 11]. The auditory system is
sensitive to detect patterns in sound. Thus, sound is powerful in exploratory
data analysis of large data amounts e.g. seismic or medical data. Sound can
furthermore convey emotions.
Sound should be used with care. If the sound is poorly designed, un-
informative, non-relevant, used too frequently or has bad quality the user
may get annoyed and even turn the sound off [100]. The aural modality
may even be more sensitive to overload than the visual. Also, the amount of
concurrent sound events should be carefully considered, as it quickly increases
the masking and cognitive load [102, 100]. In the worst case, the sound is
interpreted as noise [100, 11]. The interface should benefit from using sound.
3.1.1 Sound as a complementary display modality
Sound events in computer interfaces are common. There are distinct sounds
that are played when e.g. an error occurs or when the user logs in or shuts
down the computer. These sounds are typically action indicators. Usually the
user is able to change the sound theme or the sounds. An early example of
using sound a complementary modality is the SonicFinder by W. Gaver [103],
which was created in 1989 for Apple. The SonicFinder used auditory icons
to present events and actions. Gaver’s approach was very fundamental and
the legacy of his work can be seen on the current operation systems Apple
OS X and Windows [104]. Furthermore, sounds are used as a complementary
modality in mobile phones, healthcare systems, radars and in an increasing
variert of other devices and interfaces [100].
Sound is used for many different purposes. Among these are providing
additional information when vision is occupied, managing user attention,
providing feedback, process monitoring and sensory substitution [100]. Sound
is especially efficient for attention managing. A sudden sound or change in
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the sound immediately draws the attention [11, 105]. This property applies
for process monitoring and warning systems. An example of a monitoring
system is the ECG (electrocardiogram) heart monitor. The ECG produces
a repeating sound of the heartbeat often along with a visual representation.
The user adjusts easily to the sound, but any innormalities are instantly
detected.
Humans integrate information from multiple modalities [106]. As a task
or the information is divided upon multiple modalities, the cognitive load
is reduced. For example it is easier to understand what someone is saying
if we see his lip movement [107]. As the complexicity of a task increases,
the more the multimodal actions take place [108, 109]. Furthermore, as
the same information is conveyed via two modalities the interface becomes
more effective [100, 110]. Modalities can also substitute each other [100, 111].
Vibrotactile feedback may be substituted for example with sound and vice
versa.
3.1.2 Sound as the primary display modality
The majority of products that use sound as the primary modality are for the
visually impaired people [100]. These products are aimed to aid the everyday
actions and include screen readers, navigation systems and accessibility for
desktop and mobile computing [112]. Screen readers present the contents of a
screen as sound. The sound may be speech or any other sound. In the modern
GUIs, the mapping of the screen contents to sound is not a straightforward
process. One solution is to add a low-level layer called off-screen model (OSM).
System messages, visible and hidden screen contents are stored into OSM,
analyzed and then read aloud to the user [113].
Accessibility has been considered in the major operation systems. Mi-
crosoft Windows has included the Microsoft Narrator screen reader since
Windows 2000. Apple has developed the VoiceOver screen reader, which was
first introduced for Apple desktop computers in 2005. VoiceOver is currently
available also devices using the iOS and to the small iPods nanos. Though,
the most popular screen readers i.e. JAWS, Window-Eyes, Dolphin, are
separate commercial products [114, 115, 116, 117].
Navigation is another feasible area for sound [118]. Besides, being ben-
eficial for the visually impaired, it would also benefit the normally sighted.
Wayfinding consists of sensing obstacles and hazards in the environment and
navigation. As we consider the case where a person is in a new location with
a navigation task, there are actually two tasks that require vision: scanning
the immediate environment and occasionally reading the map. As the person
looks at the map, disorientation and even hazardous situations may occur
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[119]. If the correct direction is aurally presented, the vision would remain on
the immediate environment. Sound based navigation systems for the blind
have been studied e.g. in [120].
A completely different product category are PMDs that do not contain
a screen or contains a small screen. As a disadvantage of being small, the
devices often suffer from diminished usability [100]. These PMDs would
greatly benefit from an auditory interface. There are auditory interfaces
designed for these purposes. Two examples are the earPod [121] and the
Funkyplayer [122]. Both are touch-controlled and incorporate the use of
spatial auditory menus, where the information and the auditory objects are
auralized and spread around the user. This type of spatial distribution is
referred to as radial pie.
Alarm systems are another classical example of systems that uses only
sound [123]. Fire alarm and air alert systems draw efficiently the attention
and carry the message even to distant locations.
3.2 Perceptual dimensions of sound
Sound is a physical phenomenom. The auditory system has evolved to detect
even slightest variations in sound. Psychoacoustics is a research area that
studies these sensations caused by sound [11]. The auditory system maps the
variations in sound into several psychoacoustic quantities e.g. the perception
of loudness or pitch. Some of the psychoacoustic quantities are seemingly
simple, while others may be more complex and can vary due to cultural
background, e.g. the sensory pleasantness [11]. Even more complex issues are
involved in the auditory scene analysis, which attempts to describe how the




Pitch describes the perceived sound frequency [11]. It is primarily depended
on the sound frequency, but also other factors affect e.g. the complexity of
the tone [11, 20]. The hearing range for a healthy person is approximately
from 16Hz to 20kHz. The resolution is frequency depended. Below 500Hz
the JND for a sine tone is 3Hz and 1Hz for complex tones. Above 1kHz the
JND for sine tones is approximately 0.6%. For example at 2kHz the JND is
approximately 12Hz [125].
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Loudness
Loudness is the perceptual equivalent to sound intensity [126]. It has been
found that the sensation of sound intensity is also frequency dependent
[11, 20]. In the case of sinusoidal tones, this means that sounds with different
intensity at different frequency bands cause similar loudness sensation. This
is visualized in Figure 3.1, that contains an so called equal-loudness contours.
The loudness sensation of a counter is equal along the frequency axis. The
auditory system is most sensitive at speech frequencies ranging approximately
from 100Hz to 7000Hz [11, 126].
From an auditory interface viewpoint, loudness variations, i.e. dynamics,
could be used for example as a parameter for information urgency [100].
Figure 3.1: Equal loudness contours. Adapted from [11]
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Timbre
Timbre describes the perceived spectral properties of a sound. Unlike loudness
and pitch, it is a multidimensional quality that cannot be presented as one
number [11]. Timbre is the quality that enables the auditory system to
distinguish between two instruments that play the same note. The sensation
of timbre is of a complex spectrotemporal nature. For example the envelope,
harmonics and modulation all have an impact on the timbre [11, 20]. Especially
the attack time is a crucial factor in distinguishing wind instruments [11]. In
auditory interfaces, timbre can be used for efficient sound source separation.
Spatial properties
All real world sound sources have spatial properties. The auditory system
is able to determine the direction, elevation and distance of a sound source
[10, 11, 20]. Also the space in which the sound event occurr is integrated into
the sensation [11, 12]. As there are multiple concurrent auditory streams, the
auditory system is able to more efficiently focus on one stream, if the streams
are spatially separated [127, 100, 128]. In particular, spatial separation of con-
current speech sources increases the speech intelligibility [129]. Furthermore,
spatial properties adds a new dimension to the sound. As the sound and the
corresponding location are grouped, the memorizing of an user interface (UI)
element may be improved [130]. Thus, adding the spatial dimension may also
improve the creation of a cognitive spatial map for the interface [131]. Also,
the interaction becomes richer, as there are more dimensions.
Masking
Masking is an aural counterpart to occlusion. In vision, if a larger object is
in front of a smaller one, the smaller becomes invisible. But if a loud low
frequency tone and a soft high frequency tone are played at the same time,
the louder tone does not necessarily mask the softer one. If the tones are
close to each other in frequency, masking is likely to occur. In a physiological
sense, a tone with a certain frequency activates the sensory cells at a certain
spot on the basilar membrane [11, 132]. This is the so called place theory.
If two tones are aligned closely to each other on the basilar membrane, the
capabilities of the sensory cells to detect both is diminished. The tone with
higher energy might completely override the weaker one [11]. The term critical
band describes this type of frequency resolution of hearing. Both loudness
and frequency affect masking [11].
Masking has also a temporal dimension. It affects to sounds 5-10ms before
and 150-200ms after the masking sound [11].
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Tonality, consonance, dissonance and distortion
Tonality means two closely related things. In psychoacoustics, a tonal sound
contains narrow bandwidth components from which the fundamental frequency
or a single voiced parts can be detected [11]. In a musical context, tonality
refers to the concept of having a fixed tuning system [133].
Sensoric consonance and dissonance are quantities that describe as how
pleasant or unpleasant two concurrent tonal sounds are perceived and how
well they play together [11]. Consonance and dissonance are determined by
relationship of pure tones of the two sounds in relation to the critical band
[11, 20]. In auditory interfaces, dissonance could be used to express that
something is wrong or out of place.
Distortion is, generally, any perceived irregularity of a sound [11]. It
requires a reference. Distortion is not directly related to consonance and
dissonance, but it can have similar metaphors in auditory interfaces.
Tonality at large, can be used for many purposes in auditory interfaces.
For example, the relation between consecutive notes is easily detected and
melodies are effectively memorized. Furthermore, music and certain sounds
have the ability of conveying emotions [100]. Emotions can create strong,
lasting memories [134, 135]. If an emotion is associated to a part of an UI,
the learning process could be more rapid and efficient.
3.2.2 Auditory scene analysis
Among the most remarkable properties of the auditory system is the capability
to analyze complex auditory scenes. Even if the auditory scene contains
multiple concurrent auditory events, the overall scene is not perceived as
confusing [10]. Rather, the auditory scene is comprehended as a whole -
each sound has its own place. We can focus essentially at one sound source
at a time, but we can also rapidly change the focus point between many
sources [11]. This is the so-called coctail-party effect [136]. Furthermore, by
using the auditory short-term memory we can separate and track up to three
simultaneous sources [11]. This is often the case when listening to music.
The capability of the auditory system to analyze the aural environment is
partly in-built and partly learned [11]. We have for example learned that an
approaching car produces a certain set of sounds. These sounds are associated
into the same object, which is then perceived as a single sound source.
As the sensory input, including visual, aural, haptic etc., is enormous,
filtering is required as the processing capacity is limited. The cognition auto-
matically filters and organizes the sensory streams and is able to locate new,
relevant and unfamiliar details [137]. The majority of familiar information
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may remain unregistered, thus reducing the cognitive load. The cognition
groups different events according to some properties. These issues are studied
in cognitive, experimental and gestalt psychology. The gestalt psychology
explains eight of objects grouping principles in the sensory domain [11, 138].
Five of these principles are
• Principle of proximity. Objects that are close to each other space are
likely to be grouped as to the same object.
• Principle of continuity. Objects close to each other in time are likely to
be interpreted as part of the same causal continuum. Unless opposite
evidence is presented.
• Principle of similarity. Similar objects are grouped. Irregular objects
are easily observed from a pattern.
• Principle of closure. Objects may be perceived as whole, even there
might be missing parts.
• Principle of common fate. Although having a dramatic name, it refers
to the trajectories of moving objects. Objects and elements that have
same trend of motion are likely to be grouped.
3.2.3 Cognitive load
The cognitive load is a psychological term that refers to the executive control of
the working memory. The cognitive load theory (CLT) states that the working
memory and the number of cognitive operations that can be performed on it,
is limited [139, 140, 141]. As there are multiple simultaneous sound sources
and tasks, the cognitive load rises. The load can be measured with the NASA
task load index (NASA-TLX) [142]. The CLT theory futhermore suggests
that the limitations of the working memory can be circumvented up to some
extend by coding the information as a one element in a cognitive schemata,
that is a mental structure of a part of the real world [143]. In the context of
auditory interfaces, this would yield a careful consideration of data structuring
and presentation.
3.3 Mapping information to sound
The essence of auditory interfaces and displays is to efficiently map information
to sound. There are several technologies and approaches. For example
sonification is a set of methods that attempts to create an audible, even
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multidimensional, representations of a given set of data or an interface [123].
The output of sonification is often abstract. Nevertheless, non-abstract sound
objects are also frequently used. These sounds may contain speech or they
can be recognizable in a sense that they resemble real-life sounds.
Before applying any sonification or synthesis technologies, two fundamental
question need to be solved. What information should be presented? As the
human auditory and cognitive capacity is limited, this question should be
carefully considered. Another critical issue is how the information should be
presented? As a comparison, the GUI desktop is developed on the metaphor
of an actual desk. There is the recycling bin, folders and icons representing
several other objects that can be find around a desk. Clearly, this metaphor
has no direct use in the context of auditory interfaces. What kind of metaphors
should be chosen? Although the research field is relatively new, there are no
standard guidelines for mapping strategies or metaphors in auditory displays
[144]. It might be due this, that there has not been a major auditory interface
breakthrough. As a result, only few examples of simple consumer auditory
interfaces exists, majority being scientific curiosities.
3.3.1 Sonification
Sonification is the use of sound to convey information [100, 123]. It is a
common method in auditory displays. Systems that use sonification are
for example the electrocardiogram (ECG) machines in hospitals, the Geiger
counter and proximity radars that are used in cars [145]. Trained medical staff
are able to predict and therefore avoid seizures by monitoring the auditory
output of the ECG machines [146]. Further examples include the mapping
of stock market price [147, 148] to sound and monitoring computer network
services. Depending on how the the sonification is implemented, the result may
have for example musical qualities (rhythm, timbre, melody), psychoacoustic
qualities (pitch, loudness, spatial location, dissonance/consonance) and any
combination of these. A major benefit of using sound is that patterns and
irregularieties are efficiently detected [123, 100].
Sonification as a concept was introduced at the first ICAD (international
conference of auditory display) conference in 1992 [145]. The early definition
stated that
Sonification is the use of non-speech audio to convey informa-
tion.
The definition was problematic as it did not provide a systematic nor
scientific ground for sonification [149]. Furthermore, the speech was excluded.
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Later, a more detailed definition was given. The definition includes other
sound objects and concepts e.g. auditory icons, earcons and audification for
they can be used for sonification. Furthermore, music is excluded. The new
definition as presented in [149] states:
A technique that uses data as input, and generates sound sig-
nals (eventually in response to optional additional excitation or
triggering) may be called sonification, if and only if
1. The sound reflects objective properties or relations in the
input data.
2. The transformation is systematic. This means that there is
a precise definition provided of how the data (and optional
interactions) cause the sound to change.
3. The sonification is reproducible: given the same data and
identical interactions (or triggers) the resulting sound has to
be structurally identical.
4. The system can intentionally be used with different data, and
also be used in repetition with the same data.
The main sonification technologies are audification, parameter mapping
sonification (PMS), the model-based sonification (MBS) and symbolic sonifi-
cation [123, 100]. In audification, each data value is used as a sound signal
value [145]. The method essentially requires a large amount of data [100]. An
example of auditory displays that use audification is the ECG machine.
PMS is conceptually close to the visual scatter plot, where the features
of the data determine the graphical output, e.g. the x- and y-position,
size and color [145]. The input and output have a direct correlation. In
PMS the features can be mapped into different psycoacoustic parameters,
thus presenting multidimensional data. By using the temporal dimension,
large data-sets can be efficiently represented. This can be referred to as the
exploratory data analysis [123].
Model-based sonification creates a dynamic model into which the data is
integrated [123]. The metaphor that is used in MBS is very different from
PMS. As in real life, objects may be constructed from several materials and
they can contain various types of structures. If we hit a drum, the resulting
sound depends on the drum materials, dimensions, how hard the drum is hit
and to where it is hit. MBS follows this metaphor and creates dynamic sound
objects that are excited by the user [100, 123]. The data is an internal part
of a model. The Shoogle [150] is an interface for mobile devices that uses
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MBS for sensing data within the device. As the user shakes the box, different
emails (read, unread, long and short) generate a different type of sound as
they hit the wall of the box. The data itself becomes an instrument [123].
3.3.2 Symbolic sonification
Symbolic sonification is different by nature from the audification, PMS and
MBS. PMS and MBS produce a dynamic output, whereas the symbolic
sonification use single sounds [151, 103]. The symbolic sounds can be abstract
or non-abstract. Some of these concepts e.g. the auditory icons are older
than the first definition of sonification [145, 151].
Auditory icons
Auditory icons attempts to create an intuitive metaphorical linkage between
the objects and events in the interface objects and the real world sounds
[123]. The method should enable a rapid and effortless identification of the
instance [100]. Thus, the learning curve should be narrow. Furthermore, the
interface objects and events do not always have a real world equivalent sound.
In these cases, other iconic representations can be considered. The auditory
icons can be recorded or synthetic sounds [100]. Furthermore, the auditory
icons can be parametric [123]. Small bouncing ball may represent a short
message, whereas a large ball a long message.
Earcons
Earcons are short, structured musical messages [145, 118]. An earcon may be
a series of notes. The pitch of consecutive notes can be rising or descending.
Different musical properties, such as timbre, rhythm, loudness and pitch,
are be associated with different properties of the data or event. The main
difference between earcons and auditory icons is that the earcons do not imply
a relation between the sound and represented information. Thus, the earcons
need to be learned. As a benefit, structured earcons are a type of highly
abstract symbolic form of communication [100].
3.3.3 Speech
Speech is frequently used method to present information in auditory displays
and interfaces. It has been used for long in screen readers and computing for
visually impaired in general. Speech is very efficient in presenting quantitative,
complex and precise information. Indeed, in many cases it is impossible
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to present the information ambiguosly in symbolic or musical terms. As a
disadvantage, speech is a slow method and it may become tiring and irritating,
especially if the message is not relevant [152]. Furthermore, speech does not
provide possibilities for abstraction. As a final note, the information itself,
does not always have to be excact or absolute.
Speech can be produced either by using recorded or synthetic speech.
In most of the cases, recordings are more natural and pleasant, but the
workload and memory requirements increase rapidly as a function of the
speech database complexity. Furthermore, recorded speech is not dynamic
which makes it obsolete in many cases.
Speech synthesis is a more versatile option. Systems that are able to create
artificial speech out of written text are referred to as text-to-speech (TTS)
systems. The TTS procedure consists of two main phases. These phases are
a high-level analysis of the text and speech synthesis [11, 153]. The high-level
analysis is performed in a natural language processing module [154]. As an
outcome of the analysis, the text is transcribed into a phonetic representation,
that can contain additional information i.e. prosody, intonation and stress
[153, 155] that are normally present in natural speech.
The speech synthesis methods are usually divided upon three categories.
These are the concative synthesis, formant synthesis and articulatory synthesis.
Concative synthesis is the most simple method, but it also provides the most
natural speech [20, 156]. It uses a prerecorded speech corpus. The corpus
may contain material from single phonemes and words to sentences. The
output is then generated by choosing the corresponding speech segments in
order to create a phonetical representation of a written sentence. Concative
synthesis has a limited vocabulary.
Formant synthesis is a commonly used, efficient and unrestricted method.
It is based on a source-filter model of the speech [11, 153]. Formants are the
resonant frequencies of the human vocal tract. Three to five formants are
generally needed in order to produce intelligible vowel-sounds [157]. The two
main resonator structures are the cascade and parallel [11]. Parallel structure
is more versatile, as the amplitude and bandwidth of each formant can be
separately controlled [11]. The excitation signal is periodic glottis pulse for
voiced and noise for unvoiced sounds [158, 11].
Spearcons
Spearcon stands for speech-based earcon. A spearcon is a word or sentence that
is sped up, without changing the pitch, so that it is no longer comprehensible
as speech [159]. Spearcons are beneficial over earcons as they can be produced
using TTS software. Furthermore, it has been shown that the learning process
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using spearcons is faster than of earcons [160, 161, 162]. In fact, they are as
easy to learn as speech [163]. This is due to the fact, that spearcons have a
non-arbitrary correspondence to the item that they are representing.
3.4 Auditory menus
Auditory menus present hierarchical structures using different sonification
methods. Unlike visual menus, auditory menus do not have a standardized
design methods or guidelines [164]. The most common implementation is a
speaking-menu, in which TTS is usually used to present the different items
[164]. Other methods include auditory icons, earcons and spearcons, but
these are generally used for research purposes [164]. Different methods can
be complementary to each other. For example earcons can be used to provide
contextual information and feedback. Different menu levels may be presented
by playing a certain sounds or note sequences.
Generally, one item is presented at a time. The number of identifiable and
discriminable sounds decrease as the number of concurrent sounds increase
[165, 166, 167]. However, the discrimination can be improved, if the sounds
do not have the same onset times [168] and they are parsed upon multiple
auditory streams in the auditory system [169, 124]. For example if the onsets
of two concurrent sounds, timbral characteristics or spatial positions are
different, the sounds are likely to parsed upon different streams [168, 124, 11].
Thus, spatial sound has been used in auditory menus. For example, NASA
has been investigating the use of spatial sound in human interfaces for almost
three decades [170] The main spatial mappings are horizontal and vertical
[121, 122, 171]. In the horizontal mapping, the menu items are placed on a
ring around the user. In the vertical mapping, the elevation is altered [167].
3.5 Ambient auditory displays
Ambient auditory displays convey information by using the metaphor of
ambient soundscape. The information is sonified and displayed as a non-
distractive and non-intrusive part of the natural soundscape. This metaphor
is particularly interesting, as it is closer to a real life listening. We are able
to build an efficient mental image of the environment by passively listening
to the background sounds, even while we are concentrating on our primary
tasks. Furthermore, the auditory system adjusts to the soundscape, but any
interesting irregularities are able to draw our attention [172].
Ambient auditory displays are particularly interesting in the context of
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this thesis. The amount and of information that the PMDs are able to receive
and collect is vast. Ambient auditory displays may provide a non-instrusive
method to display that information.
3.5.1 Definitions
Ambient auditory displays have common characteristics with the peripheral
systems and notification systems, and are a sub-category of ambient infor-
mation systems [173, 174, 175, 176, 177]. As defined in [178], the ambient
displays have the capability to
Ambient displays present information within a space through subtle
changes in light, sound or movement, which can be processed in
the background of awareness.
Awareness is another particularly interesting term in the context of audi-
tory interfaces. It is a state of knowing about the surroundings and activities
that takes place in it [178].
There are five behavioral characteristics for ambient displays [177]. First
is their capability of displaying information that is important but not critical,
which differentiates them from alerting displays. This also makes them ideal
for tracking and being aware of background processes, which is, in other words,
multitasking. Second main characteristic is that the user can move his focus
of attention back and forth from the ambient display. Third characteristic
is that ambient displays should be not distracting. Information is conveyed
through intuition rather than interruption. The ambient display might be
continuously be present, thus fourth property is that the ambient display
should be aesthetically pleasing. Last of the five properties is that the ambient
display should blend into the environment.
3.5.2 Implementations
First ambient auditory display was introduced by Jonathan Cohen in an
application called ShareMon [179], which used sound to notify the user of
events concerning file sharing. Cohen wanted to be aware of ”what is going
on behind my back”, on a computer UI. He came up using a foreground and
background tasks theme. Foreground tasks are under active consious control.
The background processes execute automatically without user intervention,
but system reminds the user of the state of the processes. The foreground
and background activities are discussed in [130] from a cognitive psychology
viewpoint.
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A more recent attempt to create a non-intrusive example display is the
Weakly Intrusive Ambient Soundscape for Intuitive State Perception (WISP)
[180, 181]. WISP creates a forest soundscape, consisting of bird calls, into
a personal or shared space. A new bird appears into the soundscape when
a co-worker arrives and disappears vice-versa. The design guideline was
that the user should not be distracted by the presence of the soundscape.
WISP is intended to be a part of a larger setting, where a whole variety of
computer software and facilities for graphic and audio presentations interact
with the user in a coordinated fashion. A similar, soundscape based work was
presented in [182], which studied awareness and lightweight interactions.
Chapter 4
Gesture controlled auditory menu
This chapter present an eyes-free interaction method that was designed to
control an auditory menu. The tactile gestures are detected by using acoustic
recognition. The gestures are detected through the fabric so that the device
is accessible at all times. Furthermore, a traffic simulation test is presented
that can be used to compare different types of interfaces.
Many of the tasks that the users perform on a PMD are relatively simple.
The user might be for example changing a track on a music player or checking
tomorrows weather on a phone. The needed tasks for these actions require
taking the device out of the pocket (access time) and performing the actual
task (usage time) [183]. Usually, the access time is longer than the usage
time for these simple tasks.
In order to shorten the overall interaction time, there has been plenty of
research on new interaction technologies and paradigms. Also, new terms
have been coined: microinteractions [183] and always-available interaction
(or input) [184]. For example, Nokia has presented ”Tap input”, which is a
minimalistic interaction method for mobile phones [185]. A 3-D accelerometer
was used to measure the direction of the taps, shakes and knocks that were used
in simple interaction tasks. WhackGestures [186] presented a similar idea of
using an accelerometer to detect ”whacks” and ”wiggles” for microinteraction
with the emphasis of minimizing the device access time. PocketTouch [187]
used capacitive sensing to detect multitouch finger input through the fabric.
While these were for quite harsh and inexact interaction, there are ex-
amples of work that provide more accurate interaction. Fingerpad [188]
transformed the index finger into a track-pad using a 3x3 grid of Hall-sensors
and a magnet that was placed to the thumb. Another fingertip based ap-
proach combined a small LED and a camera into a device named MagicFinger
[189]. MagicFinger was able to detect gestures (tapping and position) and
different surface textures. Artificial surface textures were intended to be used
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for different interaction contexts - for example for sliders and input stickers.
Stane [190] was a prototype of a hand-held microinteraction device that used
acoustic sound recognition to detect tapping and scratching of a rigid surface.
A piezomicrophone was inserted inside the device to detect vibrations that
were caused by touching. The device contained a textured rotary wheels with
varying frequencies and gradients.
This structure of this chapter is as follows. First, the prototype and
the sound recognition module are presented. After this, an auditory menu
design along with a gesture to mapping sutudy is introduced. Finally, the
performance of the gesture controller method is compared against a visual
menu in a traffic simulation test.
4.1 The gesture controller
The focus of the design was to enable eyes-free always available microinterac-
tion for completing simple tasks on a PMD without hardware modifications or
external controllers. Furthermore, current work emphasises the use of sound
as the primary feedback channel.
The controller was designed to detect and classify the acoustic features of
four tactile gestures. In general, four commands are needed to navigate in
a hierarchical menu (next item, previous item, select, cancel). The gestures
were tap, double tap, swipe and double swipe. These gestures were selected as
they are rapid and easy to perform and they are also used in smartphones.
4.1.1 The physical controller
The prototype is a piece of dense plastic foam (3x6x1.5cm). The piece was
cut by hand. A hole was carved into the foam. A wireless lavalier microphone
(Sennheiser EW100) was inserted inside this hole. The surfaces of the piece
were thickened with hard paper. The wireless microphone was used to transmit
the contact sounds generated by the four gestures to a computer. The finalized
prototype is shown in Figure 4.1. The controller resembles a PMD in size so
it can be placed inside a pocket.
4.1.2 Sound analysis
As the physical controller was constructed, the sound produced by the four
gestures (tap, double tap, swipe, double swipe) were recorded and analyzed.
Seven subjects were invited to perform the gestures three times while sitting,
standing and walking. The controller was placed inside the pocket of a subject.
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Figure 4.1: The protoype gesture controller.
The tap was performed very uniformly, there were some variations on the
swipe gesture.
4.1.3 Temporal characteristics
Examples of the recorded sounds are presented in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3.
Several temporal stages can be identified in the figures. These stages are
marked as A, B, C, D and E, and they are described in Table 4.1. The average
durations of these stages for each subject are presented in Table 4.2.
The tap gesture produces an impulse type sound that attenuates rapidly.
The average durations of the taps (part A) varied from 31ms to 45ms. The
duration is slightly depended on how sharply the gesture is performed. For
each subject, the average tap duration was slightly longer while performing
the double tap. Delay between the consecutive taps (part B) in the double
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Figure 4.2: Waveform of the tap and double tap gestures.
tap varied from 145ms to 267ms. Some subjects performed a tap so that
another, softer, impulse appeared approximately 80ms after the first impulse.
An example of this second impulse can be seen in the subfigure ’Tap 2’ in
Figure 4.2.
The swipe generates a noise type signal, that has a significantly longer
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Figure 4.3: Waveform of the swipe and double swipe gesture.
duration than than the tap. The average duration of the gesture (part D)
was approximately 170ms. The duration of a swipe was shorter in the double
swipe. Some subjects performed a soft contact tap before the swipe gesture.
The duration between the contact tap and the actual gesture is marked as
part C on the subfigure ’Swipe 1’ in Figure 4.3. Average length of the part C
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varied from 12.6ms to 119ms and it appeared more frequently in the double
swipe gesture. The delay between two consecutive swipes (part E) was of the
same magnitude as in the tapping gesture.
Part Description Gesture
A Impulse duration Tap
B Delay between the two taps Tap
C Contact delay Swipe
D Swipe duration Swipe
E Delay between the two swipes Swipe
Table 4.1: Temporal stage descriptions of the gestures.
Part Subject
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
A (single) 38 33.7 31 38 39.7 32.3 35.7
A (double) 40.8 34.7 40.8 45 43.2 37.5 38.2
B 187.7 145.3 263.7 151.3 199 199.3 248.3
C (single) 119.3 0 0 0 44 12.6 0
C (double) 61 19.3 4.3 0 39 27.5 0
D (single) 179.7 346.7 - 91 123 257.3 43.3
D (double) 149.8 211.5 172.8 64.5 107.8 226.3 42.3
E 216.3 176.7 161.3 177.3 154 232.3 238
Table 4.2: Average durations (ms) for the gesture temporal stages.
4.1.4 Spectral characteristics
The frequency content for tapping and swiping were distinct. The spectra of
both gestures are presented in Figure 4.4, where the top subfigure presents a
tap and the bottom subfigure presents a swipe. The tap generates a spectrum
that ranges approximately from 60Hz to 400Hz. The spectrum had a peak at
approximately 80Hz.
Swipe has spectrally more broad energy content. Most of the energy is
concentrated at frequencies ranging from 80Hz to 1200Hz. Furthermore, four
peaks, located at 40Hz, 80Hz, 400Hz and 900Hz, can be seen in the bottom
subfigure of Figure 4.4.
As the controller was designed to be held inside a pocket, movement
generates noise due to the rubbing of the clothes. This noise has the majority
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of its energy at frequencies ranging from 30Hz to 300Hz but it also has smaller
components up to 2000Hz. The energy content of this noise is at the same
frequency domain as tapping, but the magnitude is significantly lower.
Figure 4.4: Spectrums of the tap and swipe gestures.
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4.2 Acoustic classification module
The acoustic classification is based on the duration and spectral characteristics
of the gestures. In general, tap produces a short impulse type sound that has
a the majority if energy below 400Hz. Swipe produces a significantly longer
signal that has more energy at higher frequencies.
The system consists of a filter block, gesture duration and root mean
square (RMS) power measurement, noise gates, timer and decision logic.
Microphone signal is first fed into the filter block, where it is divided into two
frequency bands. The average RMS power of 60ms segments were measured
at both bands. The RMS levels were set to open and close the noise gates.
The time that the gates remained open was measured. The final classification
was performed at the decision logic. The block diagram of the system is
shown in Figure 4.5. The real-time system was built in the Max/MSP 5.0
programming environment.
Figure 4.5: Gesture classification module block diagram.
4.2.1 Filter block
The filter block divided the microphone signal into a tap and a swipe clas-
sification bands. These bands were derived from the analysis shown in
subsection 4.1.4 and were iteratively fine-tuned. The block was built using
biquad filters. Biquad filter is a common name for a two-pole, two-zero filter.




1 + a1z−1 + a2z−2
(4.1)
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Since the energy distribution of the tap gesture is concentrated at low
frequencies, the signal was first low pass filtered using a cutoff frequency of
110Hz at the tap classification band. The band was designed to be narrow and
sharp, as the 80Hz peak was the most significant single spectral characteristic.
The −3dB bandwidth of the tap classification band ranged from 0Hz to 172Hz
and at 286Hz, the attenuation was −15dB.
The swipe resembled noise at a frequency band that ranged approximately
from 70Hz to 1400Hz. The swipe classification band consisted of a band-pass
filter that took into account the movement noise that ranged up to 300Hz.
The cut-off frequencies were 384Hz and 1400Hz. The −3dB bandwidth of the
swipe classification band ranged from 256Hz to 2144Hz.
Frequency responses of the two filter block can be seen in Figure 4.6.
4.2.2 Gesture duration measurement
Gesture durations were measured at the classification bands from the times
that the noise gates remained open. A noise gate is an object that passes
the signal only if the amplitude exceeds an opening threshold level. The
closing threshold can be different from the opening threshold. This property
is referred to as hysteresis [192] (see Figure 4.7). As the average RMS level for
60ms exceeded the open threshold level, the noise gate opened and triggered
a timer. When the signal level attenuated below the closing threshold, the
timer was triggered again and the gesture duration was recorded.
4.2.3 Classification logic
A tap gesture was determined to happen under the following conditions. If
the 60ms RMS average value exceeds a certain threshold level at the tap
gesture classification band, and the duration of the gesture is less than 60ms,
the gesture is classified as a tap. The tap gesture threshold and the maximum
duration time were iteratively calibrated.
The classification conditions for the swipe gesture followed a similar
ruleset. If the 150ms RMS average at the swipe classification band exceeded
a threshold level and the duration of the gesture was longer than 90ms, a
swipe was considered to happen.
Further logic was included to consider the double tap and swipe, and the
occasional contact taps. For a short period of time, the system was waiting
for a second gesture of the same type. If two different gestures were detected
inside this time period, the latter was selected. Also, if a swipe gesture was
detected just after a tap (contact tap), the swipe was selected.
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Figure 4.6: Frequency response curves of the classification band filters. Figure
is exported from Max/MSP 5.
4.3 Auditory menu
A hierarchical auditory menu was constucted. The purpose of the menu was to
evaluate the performance of the controller in the context of auditory interfaces.
The selected sonification method was speech, so that the learning period
would be very short. Besides speech, earcons were used to provide feedback
sounds. As part of the menu design, the control to command mapping was
created in a two phase user study.
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Figure 4.7: The behaviour of a noise gate with hysteresis. Green line depictes
the signal that passes through the gate and red the portion of the signal that
is cut off.
4.3.1 Description of the menu
The menu structure and contents were designed to be as simple and self-
explatonary as possible. The object was that the user would be able to
navigate the menu with only very the basic knowledge of the hierarchical
structure. Therefore, very familiar categories and subcategories were selected
as menu items.
The auditory menu contained three hierarchy levels. The first two levels
contained two items and the third level six items. In total, the menu contained
2x2x6 items. The items were presented in alphabetic order and the first and
last item in a menu level were linked. The first menu level includes plants
and animals and the corresponding items on the second level there are cats,
farm animals, flowers and fruits. The third level contains typical examples of
each of the categories. The menu structure is presented in Appendix B.
4.3.2 Sound design
There were two types of sounds: item sounds and feedback sounds. All the
sounds were monophonic. Item sounds were spoken English and they were
generated using speech synthesis. The selected synthesis tool was FreeTTS
1.2 [193], which is based on the Flite speech synthesis engine. The default
male voice settings were used. The user would hear once the sound of the
item that he is currently pointing at i.e. the item that is under selection.
Earcons were used as feedback sounds. In general, feedback increases
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the usability [100]. The earcons were generated inside Max/MSP using the
standard MIDI libraries. When the user is moving up in hierarchy, two
consecutive piano notes with rising pitch are played. Similarly, when the user
moves down in hierachy, he will hear two consecutive notes with downward
pitch. Furthermore, three high pitch notes are played when an item at the
highest menu level is selected. Correspondingly, when the user is trying to go
down in hierarchy at the root level, a dissonant chord is played. Dissonance is
typically associated with something that is wrong or erroneous. The next item
command produces a click sound and the previous item command a swoop
sound. Feedback sounds and the corresponding conditions are presented in
Figure 4.8.
Figure 4.8: The feedback sounds and the corresponding auditory menu actions.
4.3.3 Gesture to command mapping
A two phase user study was conducted in order to find the most logical
and natural semantic connections between the gestures and auditory menu
commands. In total there were 24 possible mappings as there were four
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gestures (tap, double tap, swipe, double swipe) and four commands (next
item, previous item, ok, cancel). If the semantic connections are arbitrary
and not thoroughly considered, the overall user experience becomes hindered
[100].
Methodology
The first phase was a paper prototype. The controller and the auditory menu
were excluded. Six students participated in the first phase.
First, the subjects were introduced the concept of navigating in an auditory
menu using the four selected gestures. Then, the participants were asked to
perform the gestures three times while sitting, standing and while walking.
After this, the subjects had to connect each gesture to a logical menu command.
As suggested in [100] for gesture to command mapping studies, the subjects
were instructed that the task was to find the most natural connection for
oneself. Furthermore, it was investigated whether the subjects had any
problems in performing the selected gestures under any of the three conditions.
The second phase of the study included the prototype controller and the
auditory menu. This phase was conducted one week after the first phase. The
object of the second phase was to find the most generally preferable mapping
out of the mappings found in the first phase. The second phase consisted of
a training phase and a ranking phase.
Seven students participated the second phase. The study was conducted
in Max/MSP programming environment. Sennheiser DT990 -headphones
were used for audio playback and a 15” monitor was used to display a GUI.
The GUI presented the current mapping and the subjects could change the
mapping with a mouse. Furthermore, the gesture mappings were also printed
into small pieces of paper.
During the training phase, the subjects were familiarized with the concept
of auditory menu. The subjects were allowed to navigate the menu with a
keyboard. Then the subjects were asked to insert the gesture controller into
the pocket, in which they normally keep their PMD or mobile phone. The
subjects had to successfully perform each gesture until the performance was
fluent. The subjects were standing while performing the gestures.
In the ranking phase, the subjects tried and ranked each of the mappings.
The order of the mappings was randomized. The subjects were asked to
select three or more items in the auditory menu with each mapping. After
this, the subjects ranked the mappings from best to worst according to their
impressions. While ranking, the subjects were allowed to try the mappings
again. Keywords given to the subjects for the ranking task were natural,
easy and intuitive.
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Figure 4.9: A diagram that was used in the gesture mapping study. The
subjects had to connect each block to another.
Results
The subjects proposed three mappings in the first phase. One additional
mapping was included by the author. The mappings are shown in Figure 4.10.
There was a consensus on how the subjects created the semantic connections
between gestures and commands. The single and the double version a gesture
were connected to commands with the same category. For example swipe was
suggested for next item and double swipe for previous item.
The first phase also revealed that the gestures are easy to perform. Three
out of six subjects reported that they are familiar with or have devices that
use touch screens.
Results for the second phase are presented in Table 4.3. The results show
that the mapping B was the most preferable mapping for four subjects and
the second most preferable for three subjects. The mappings A and D were
quite even in popularity. The main difference between the mappings B and
D is that D uses double tap for Select/OK, whereas B a single tap. Mapping
C was the least preferable, most likely because it is using double gestures for
next item and Select/OK, which are the most frequently used commands.
4.4 Traffic simulation experiment
The last development phase was to evaluate the performance of the controller.
An experiment was conducted to simulate PMD usage scenario in traffic. The
motivation of the eyes-free interaction is to increase the safety of the user of
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Figure 4.10: Proposed mappings from the first phase. The mapping D is
proposed by the author.
Subject
Rank 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1. D A A B B B B
2. B B B D D D A
3. A D D C C A D
4. C C C A A C C
Table 4.3: Gesture mappings derived from the second phase. Mapping B was
found to be the most popular.
the PMD in traffic situations. The hypothesis is that the proposed controller
coupled with an auditory interface provides enhanced capabilities to observe
and react to sudden changes in the environment. Furthermore, the usability
should not drastically diminish when moving from visual domain to auditory
domain.
The traffic simulator experiment consisted of reaction time and task
completion time measurements. The experiment followed a new methodology
that was designed to evaluate the difference of an auditory interface and visual
interface in terms of reaction times. Furthermore, the experiment evaluates
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how much an environment tracking task affects task completion times on the
two types of interfaces.
4.4.1 Methodology
Ten subjects, one female and nine male, aged 23-27 participated the exper-
iment. The experiment was held in an acoustically treated listening room.
One of the subjects reported tone deafness, but did not have problems in
performing the experiment. Four subjects had some experience with the
prototype controller and an auditory menu, as they had participated in the
gesture mapping study.
Three interfaces, i.e. two auditory and a visual interface, were compared.
The difference between the two auditory interfaces was that one was using
the prototype controller and the other one a TV remote controller. Both were
controlling the auditory menu presented in Section 4.3. A smartphone was
used as a visual interface. The order of the interfaces was randomized for
each subject.
The experiment consisted of an introduction, reaction time baseline mea-
surement and the tests for each interface under two conditions. During the
introduction, the subjects were motivated by explaining a scenario of using
a PMD on a busy street and avoiding cars, bicycles and other obstacles.
Furthermore, the subjects were familiarized with the concepts of auditory
interfaces and the hierarchical menu structure. After the introduction the
reaction time baseline was measured in an environment observation task.
Before each interface, a short training period was arranged. The subjects
were familiarized with the interface and it was ensured that a subject was able
to fully operate the menu. During the prototype controller training period,
the subjects were required to perform a set of five flawless repetitions for each
gesture. After a new interface was learned, the subjects had to practice using
it by selecting three to five items in the menu.
The experiment lasted 30 - 45 minutes in total. The subjects were well
focused during the whole experiment.
Experiment setup
The experiment was conducted in the Max/MSP 5 programming environment
using a PC desktop computer, Philips SHC8585/100 wireless headphones,
Impact USB Dance Pad, Hauppage WinTV Remote Control, HTC Desire
HD mobile phone and two 15” LCD monitors.
The subjects were standing on the dance pad that was placed in the
middle of the two monitors. The monitors were placed so that the subjects
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had a sight line only to one monitor at a time without turning his or her
head. A photo of the listening test setup can be seen in Figure 4.11.
Figure 4.11: The experiment setup for traffic simulator experiment. The
dance pad was used to measure the reaction times to the stimulii that were
displayed at either of the two screens at the sides.
Conditions
The first condition was a menu navigation task. The subject had to
navigate the menu and select 15 items in a given randomized order. After the
correct item was successfully selected, the subject was informed about the the
next target item. In the case of the auditory interface, the next target was
presented both aurally and visually on the monitors. In the case of the visual
interface, the user navigated a corresponding folder structure in a smartphone
touch screen using a file browser application. The target items were text files,
that contained the next target. The selection intervals were measured.
The second condition added the environment observation task on top
of the navigation task. Again, the subject had to navigate the menu in a
given order, but in addition the subject had to continuously observe the
two monitors. An arrow symbol was displayed at one of the monitors at
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a random appearing interval of 2 - 10 seconds. The arrow could point to
either up, down, left or right. When the subject detected an arrow, he had to
react and press the corresponding arrow in the dance pad with his feet. The
interval between the appearance of an arrow and the correct reaction was
measured. The subjects were instructed that the observation task was the
highest priority task. The subject was told that the arrow represents a car or
another obstacle that could hit the subject.
4.4.2 Results
Reaction times
The reaction time results are shown in Figure 4.12. The bar represents the
mean reaction time and the dotted lines the 95% confidence intervals for
reaction times. Outliers were detected by using Grubbs’s test with α = 0.05.
The mean baseline for reaction time was 1.70s. The mean reaction times
for auditory interfaces were 1.88s for the remote controller and 2.08s for the
gesture based prototype controller. The smartphone produced a 2.37s reaction
time.
Selection intervals
The results for selection intervals are shown in Figure 4.13. The bar represents
the mean selection intervals and the dotted lines the 95% confidence intervals
for reaction times under the two conditions. Selection interval is the time
between the selection of two correct items. The outliers were again detected
with the Grubbs’s test. The mean selection interval for the gesture contoller
was 14.44s (condition 1) and 16.47s (condition 2) and for the remote controller
11.97s (condition 1) and 13.72s (condition 2). The selection intervals for phone
were 7.02s (condition 1) and 9.51s (condition 2).
4.4.3 Discussion
The auditory interface produced a shorter reaction time than the visual
interface. This is expected, as the subject did not have the need to divide the
visual attention between the device screen and the environment. The remote
controller was used as a reference control method for auditory interface. It
provided slightly faster reaction times, which can yield that the prototype
controller caused an increase in the cognitive load, which then reflected in
the reaction time. As the gesture controller was a new method, the difference
may diminish with further practice. However, the user needs to grasp the
remote contoller whereas the gesture contoller can be kept inside a pocket.
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Figure 4.12: Reaction time results. The bars represent the reaction times and
the dotted lines 95% confidence intervals.
The visual interface was a more rapid method for menu browsing. The
subject could see all the items at the same time and directly point at the
wanted item rather than passing by each item, which was the case in the
auditory interfaces. This made the interface significantly more rapid but
also very different by nature. However, the access times were not taken into
account. For example, the access time for a mobile phone inside a pocket
is approximately 4.6s [183]. Furthermore, for each interface, the selection
intervals were slowed down under the condition 2. This increase was largest
for the visual interface.
The gesture recognition system could be further developed. For example,
instead of using a predefined classification, machine learning could be used to
teach the classificator individual gestures.
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Figure 4.13: Mean selection intervals. GC1 = gesture ctrl. condition 1, GC2
= gesture ctrl. condition 2, RC1 = remote ctrl. condition 1, RC2 = remote
ctrl. condition 2, PC1 = phone ctrl. condition 1, PC2 = phone ctrl. condition
2. The bars represent mean values and the dotted lines the 95% condifende
intervals.
Chapter 5
Attention managing in auditory
displays
This chapter addresses to the multitasking aspect of auditory interfaces. An
approach is proposed that incorporates the conceptual ideas from ambient
auditory displays and creates a virtual auditory background in a personal mul-
tilayered soundscape. The approach deals with auditory attention managing
and attempts to solve how to present information from various sources so
that...
• ...there is no cognitive overload?
• ...the auditory streams are distinguishable?
• ...the streams do not distract each other?
The definition of human multitasking is problematic. From a neurological
perspective, it does not exist. The human is capable of performing only one
cognitive task at a time. On the other hand the brain can switch attention
from one task to another. This is the type of action that could be referred
to as the human multitasking. On the downside, the brain requires time
in selecting which task to currently perform and to change the task [194].
Luckily, the brain is cabable of learning to switch between tasks more efficiently
[195, 196]. The proposed concept of multilayered personal soundscape utilizes
this property of divided attention as a method for auditory multitasking.
The aim is to produce a soundscape based auditory environment for efficient
attention managing.
The structure of this chapter is as follows. First, the concept of a multilayer
auditory interface and two hypothetical usage scenarios are presented. Then
a two layer implementation is realized. Finally the concept is evaluated by
measuring the speech intelligibility and subject impressions.
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5.1 Multilayer auditory interface
To manage the auditory attention, the sounds generated by the various
tasks are divided upon sound layers. The layers are prioritized and they
are designed to be distinguishable from each other. Low priority layers are
processed so that they are perceived as non-intrusive and non-distractive.
High priority layers are designed to gain more user attention. It is intended
that the auditory system recognizes the different layers as different auditory
streams and that a priority level is induced into the sound. Furthermore, the
method creates a setting for a virtual cocktail party effect.
The approach follows the metaphor of everyday listening. For example,
as we listen to someone speak, we automatically neglect the environmental
ambient sounds. This functions also to the other way around - we can
focus attention to environmental ambient sounds and occasionally completely
neglect the speech. If the sound stream has distinguishable characteristics,
the auditory system is able to track a particular stream, even in a complex
and noisy sound environment [197]. Such characteristics are for example the
spatial location or timbre [197, 11].
Cocktail party effect has been investigated in auditory interfaces in [198,
199]. It was found that the spatial separation of sound sources improves the
speech intelligibility of concurrent speakers. However, with three simultaneous
speakers, the tracking becomes very hard and even distracting [200].
5.1.1 Auditory foreground and background
The simplest implementation of the concept is to divide the auditory space
into a foreground and background. The tasks and the corresponding sound
sources are classified into primary and secondary, or active and passive. Only
one task is active at an instance and the other sources are classified as
secondary, ambient sounds. The foreground is for the active task and the
background layer is for monitoring passive tasks and processes. The user can
then switch the attention from one layer to another. The users should also be
able to change the priorities of the tasks i.e. move processes from one layer
to another on the fly.
The background layer is processed so that the distraction is minimized
and that the layer is distinguishable from the foreground. There are multiple
possibilities in which the background layer can be processed, e.g. spectral
properties, loudness and the use of spatial dimensions. As the aim is to create
a background sound layer, the desirable perceptual properties are diffuseness,
distance and softness - to create an impression of secondary, ambient sounds.
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As the foreground layer is not processed, the auditory contrast between the
layers is intended to highlight the active task.
The idea is further visualized Figure 5.1.
Figure 5.1: ”Evolution of auditory displays”. Leftmost figure presents the
monophonic presentation. Center figure presents the spatialization in which
the sound objects are spatially separated in a form of a radial pie. This is the
case in some modern spatial auditory interfaces e.g. in EarPod and Hipui.
Rightmost figure presents the proposed method, where sound objects are
separated and divided into auditory foreground and background.
5.1.2 Usage scenarios
In order to furthermore describe the multilayer auditory interface, two hypo-
thetical usage scenarios are presented. It should to noted that the current
work merely provides a concept for the interface designer and does not specify
in details, how the interface should be designed.
Scenario 1 - Menu navigation and music
The user is listening to music and intends to change the current
song. He performs a rapid interaction with the device. The music
track moves to the passive layer and an auditory menu appears
to the active layer. The user navigates the auditory menu and
each item is presented as text-to-speech sound object. Besides the
auditory menu, the user hears the current track as if the band is
playing on a distant location. As the user selects a new song, the
music in the background changes and moves into the active layer.
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Scenario 2 - Music and event feed
The user is listening to a podcast. Meanwhile, a social network-
ing application produces short notifications. These notifications
are played as sound objects in the passive layer. One of the
notification is particularly interesting to the user and he per-
forms a short interaction. The podcast moves to the passive layer
and pauses. The notification moves to the active layer and the
complete message is presented to the user. After the message is
finished, the podcast moves back to the active layer and continues.
5.1.3 Interaction
What is the ideal interaction method? More fundamentally, what kind of
interaction the interface should be capable of providing? The interaction
method should be designed on the basis of the interaction vocabulary, which
is determined by the tasks and applications. Furthermore, the variety of
different types of tasks is limited due to the auditory modality. Therefore, the
interaction vocabulary and the corresponding interactions can remain simple.
The controller should provide methods for rapid interaction and basic
operationality. The suggested minimum interaction level is that the user is
able to enter yes/no type of commands and that the user is able to select a
new active task from the set of secondary tasks. The gesture controller that
was presented in the previous chapter could be one solution. It is particulary
suitable, as it can be used through the clothes. Wearable proximity sensors are
another interesting option. The hand proximity has an analogue to the spatial
dimension of the interface. The hand proximity could for example control
the auditory distance of an object and interchange the relative positions of
active and passive tasks.
5.2 Two layer implementation
An implementation consisting of foreground and a one level background layer
was realized. It was designed to present simultaneously speech and music.
The background layer was produced by using binaural impulse responses
(BRIRs). The intended spatial features of the BRIRs were the impression of
distance and ambience. A block diagram of the implementation is shown in
Figure 5.2. In the figure, the speech sources are in the background and music
is in the foreground. As a simple interaction mechanism, the user was able
to select between foreground and background layers. When the user pressed
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spacebar, the foreground and background layers were switched by crossfading.
The current implementation has two sound sources and two layers. The
number of background sources could be increased by measuring more BRIRs at
different azimuth angles. Furthermore, the background depth could be varied
by using BRIR filters that are measured from various distances. However,
it is difficult to justify why to have more than one background depth level,
except for layer transition effects. These effects may be used to improve the
comprehension of the sound scape as a whole.
Figure 5.2: A simplified block diagram of the two layer implemenation. Here
the music is in the foreground and speech sources are in the background.
5.2.1 Binaural impulse response measurements
Binaural impulse responses were measured both for speech and music. Two
different locations and several measurement positions were used in order to
find the most suitable BRIRs. The first location was a narrow laboratory
room and the second a large storage room. Either rooms did not have any
acoustic conditioning and they both were reverberant. The surface materials
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were hard especially in the storage room, in which the floor and walls were
concrete.
Equipment
The BRIRs were measured using a Neumann TU 81i dummyhead. The
TU 81i uses KK 83 omni-directional condenser microphone capsules. The
microphones were powered by a Neumann N 452 i power supply that was
provided by the manufacturer. Furthermore, the excitation signal was played
with a Genelec 8020B speaker. RME Hammerfall DSP multiface was used
as the interface. The sampling frequency was 48kHz. The equipment is
presented in Table 5.1. A block diagram of the measurement configuration is
presented in Figure 5.3.
Item type Manufacturer Model
Dummy head Neumann TU 81 i
Power supply Neumann N 452 i
Speaker Genelec 8020B
Desktop PC Dell Optiplex 745
Sound interface RME Hammerfall DSP
multiface
Table 5.1: BRIR measurement equipment
Figure 5.3: Block diagram of the BRIR measurement configuration
Measurements
The speaker and the dummyhead were horizontally and vertically aligned.
Both were placed on a stand approximately one meter above the floor. The
BRIRs were measured using a distance step of one meter. The distance ranged
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from 1m to 7m in the laboratory room and from 7m to 11m in the storage
room. Two azimuth angles were used. At θ = 0◦ the dummyhead was facing
the loudspeaker and at θ = −45◦ the dummyhead was facing to the right of
the loudspeaker. The measurement arrangements are shown in Figure 5.5.
The excitation signal was a logarithmic sweep. A spectrogram of the
signal is presented at Figure 5.4.
The BRIRs
The binaural impulse responses were obtained by deconvoluting both of the
recorded channels with the excitation signal. A BRIR for presenting music at
the background was measured at θ = 0◦. The BRIR for speech was measured
at θ = 45◦. The two selected BRIRs were measured in the storage room at the
distance of 8m. This distance and location created the intended impression
of ambient background sources. The two BRIRs are presented in Figure 5.6
and Figure 5.7. The BRIRs for speech was measured at θ = 45◦ in order to
avoid the spatial overlapping of speech and lead vocals in music. The vocals
are usually mixed to the center in stereo music [201].
Figure 5.4: A logarithmic sine sweep was used as the excitation signal in the
BRIR measurements.
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Figure 5.5: BRIR measurement arrangements. The measurements were
performed in laboratory and a storage room. The sampling step was 1m at
both locations. The BRIRs were measured at θ = 0◦ and at θ = 45◦.
5.2.2 Creating the layers
The sound scenes were produced using the recorded BRIRs and sound files
consisting of speech and music. The sources on the background layer were
convoluted with the corresponding BRIRs. Furthermore, the background
layer was attenuated by 7dB with respect to the foreground layer to enhance
the effect. Speech in the foreground layer was amplitude panned to the left
to match the spatial position of speech in the background.
Energy balancing was performed in order to maintain the balance and
control over the foreground and background layers. The average RMS energy
and a scaling factor were calculated. Each track had equivalent RMS energy
before applying 7dB attenuation to the background. The RMS energy for

















A listening test was conducted in which the BRIR filtering and amplitude
panning methods were compared. Two quantitative measurements were
performed. The first measure was a subjective speech intelligibility (SI)
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Figure 5.6: Waveform of the BRIR M, which was used for presenting back-
ground music. The BRIR Measured at the storage room at d = 8 meters,
α = 0◦)
measurement. As the main goal of the layering concept is to efficiently
provide information from various sources, SI is of great importance. The
second measure was a the “Hedonic Utilitarian dimensions questionnaire”
[202]. The questionnaire provides an overview of the subjects opinions and
impressions, which are valuable at this point of early development.
5.3.1 Methodology
The listening test was conducted in a mixed Matlab and Max/MSP 5 environ-
ment. The system consisted of Beyerdynamic DT 990 headphones, a desktop
computer, keyboard and a mouse. A total of 14 subjects participicated in the
test.
The two layering methods, referred to as PAN and BRIR, were used to
create two soundscapes (PAN1, PAN2, BRIR1, BRIR2). The two methods
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Figure 5.7: Waveform of the BRIR S, which was used for presenting back-
groudn speech. The BRIR was measured at the storage room at d = 8 meters,
α = 45◦)
differed in the way the background layer was created. In both methods, the
background layer was attenuated by 7dB in comparison to the foreground. In
the first method (soundscapes PAN1 and PAN2), the speech was amplitude
panned to the front left. The second method (soundscapes BRIR1 and BRIR2)
used the BRIR filtering. The soundscapes PAN1 and BRIR1 contained speech
in the background and music in the foreground. The soundscapes PAN2
and BRIR2 contained speech in the foreground and music in the background.
The sound source combinations used in the two soundscapes are presented in
Table 5.2.
Speech intelligibility measurement
The speech intelligibility was measured using a modified Coordinate Response
Measurement (CRM) [203] method. CRM has been used for measuring SI
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Soundscape
PAN1 PAN2 BRIR1 BRIR2
Foreground Music Speech Music Speech
Background Speech Music Speech Music
Table 5.2: The four soundscapes that were used in the listening test.
for example in multichannel and multitalker communications environments
[18, 204, 205].
CRM contains a speech phrase corpus that has been constructed using
eight different talkers. Each talker reads a phrase that contains three varying
attributes. Each phrase is of the following format
Ready, [codename], go to [color] [number].
The possible contents for [codename], [color] and [number] are presented in
Table 5.3.
The CRM corpus was used to create speech sequences that consisted of 25
phrases. After each phrase there was a three second silent part. The structure
of a speech sequence is presented in Table 5.4. The duration of a speech
sequence was approximately two minutes. The corpus has been constructued











Table 5.3: The possible attributes of a single phrase in the CRM corpus. Each
phrase consisted of a codename, color and a number.
The subjects had to track a given codename. After hearing the codename,
the subjects had to press a number that was associated with the phrase. A
keyboard was used for input. In each speech sequence, there were five phrases
at randomized positions that contained the correct codename.
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Part
1 2 3 4 ... 50
Silence Phrase #1 Silence Phrase #2 ... Phrase #25
Table 5.4: Structure of a speech sequence. Each sequence contained 25
randomized phrases. Furthermore, five of the phrases contained the codename
that was given to a subject.
During the tracking, the subjects were able to select their most preferred
music by using the GUI. There were four music options, or radio channels,
for each soundscape. This simulated a possible usage scenario where the user
is listening to his favorite song. The user is thus primarily listening to music
and only secondarily monitoring the background events or vice versa. The
GUI is presented in Appendix D.
The HED/UT questionnaire
The impressions were evaluated with a Hedonic/Utilitarian (HED/UT) at-
tributes questionnaire [202]. The questionnaire consists of 12 utilitarian and
12 hedonic statistically independent attributes. Each attribute is ranked on a
7 point Likert scale. The questionnaire was filled in after each soundscape.
The subjects were asked to evaluate how each soundscape would apply to a
real PMD use case.
Test structure
The test consisted of a training part and the four test cases (soundscapes
PAN1, PAN2, BRIR1, BRIR2). During the training, the concept of the
layered soundscapes in auditory interfaces was introduced to the subject. The
training included a practice soundscape that was similar to an actual test
case. The order of the test cases was randomized.
5.3.2 Results
Speech intelligibility
The speech intelligibility was evaluated from the number correct keypresses.
The results are presented in Figure 5.8. The bars represent the mean value
and the dotted lines the 95% confidence intervals. The mean SI was over 0.95
in PAN1, PAN2 and BRIR2. BRIR1 resulted in SI value of 0.7 and a larger
variance.
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Figure 5.8: Speech intelligibility results. The bars denote the mean values
and the dotted lines the 95% confidence intervals.
The HED/UT questionnaire
The questionnaire results are presented in Table 5.5. The questionnaire
provided from neutral to positive results on both methods. Wilcoxon rank-sum
test was performed for each pair (PAN1-BRIR1 and PAN2-BRIR2) on each
attribute. The two methods differed statistically significantly (p = 0.0386)
only on the attribute “thrilling” for the PAN2-BRIR2 pair.
5.3.3 Discussion
Speech intelligibility was decreased in the case in which speech was BRIR
filtered. This result can be explained by the effect of the reverberation.
Reverberation has a negative impact on the SI as it reduces the modulation
depth of the speech [11]. Background sources did not decrease the SI under
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the current conditions. This result suggests that although, D/R ratio is one of
the primary cues in the sound source distance perception, the reverberation
and should be produced more carefully.
The two methods were evaluated very similarly on the HED/UT scale.
This may yield that the difference between the two methods was rather small,
as there were only two simultaneous sound sources. Also, the current study
did not represent a realistic usage scenario. Thus, future work should have
an emphasis on the speech intelligibility and usage scenarios. For example
personalized HRTFs and a more sophisticated distance model could be used.
Usage scenarios should consider designing spatially profound hypothetical
applications based on the auditory attention managing concept.
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Utilitarian dimensions
Attr. PAN1 BRIR1 p PAN2 BRIR2 p
EFE 3.9 4.3 .45 5.3 5.7 .34
HLP 3.7 4.1 .39 5.2 5.3 .60
FNC 3.8 4.5 .28 5.7 5.5 .88
NCS 3.8 4.1 .64 4.6 4.4 .71
PRC 4.1 4.0 .88 4.9 5.2 .42
BNF 4.0 4.3 .44 4.8 5.3 .26
USF 4.2 4.3 .98 5.1 5.4 .31
SNB 4.1 4.2 .71 4.9 5.4 .29
EFI 3.7 4.1 .45 5.3 5.2 .95
PRD 4.0 4.0 .90 4.9 4.6 .73
HND 3.7 4.9 .06 4.8 4.7 .98
Hedonic dimensions
Attr. PAN1 BRIR1 p PAN2 BRIR2 p
FUN 4.5 4.7 .74 4.7 5.3 .18
EXC 4.5 4.5 1.0 4.5 5.1 .07
DGH 3.9 4.3 .46 4.3 5.0 .12
THR 3.8 4.3 .26 4.1 4.8 .04
ENJ 4.3 4.4 .78 4.4 5.1 .12
HPY 4.3 4.5 .86 4.9 5.2 .34
PLS 4.0 4.4 .43 5.0 5.3 .44
PLF 4.2 4.5 .41 4.7 5.1 .23
CHR 4.1 3.9 .65 4.5 4.7 .97
AMU 4.1 4.1 .95 4.8 4.9 .55
SNS 4.1 3.7 .27 4.4 4.5 .63
FNY 4.2 4.3 .89 4.4 4.7 .50
Table 5.5: The HED/UT questionnaire mean ratings and Wilcoxon Rank-sum
test p-values. EFE = effective, HLP = helpful, FNC = functional, NCS =
necessary, PRC = practical, BNF = beneficial, USF = useful, SNB = sensible,
EFI = efficient, PRD = productive, HND = handy, FUN = fun, EXC =
exciting, DGH = delightful, THR = thrilling, ENJ = enjoyable, HPY =
happy, PLS = pleasant, PLF = playful, CHR = cheerful, AMU = amusing,
SNS = senseous, FNY = funny.
Chapter 6
Rapid HRTF personalizing method
The last theme of the thesis considers HRTF personalization. This chapter
presents a new method that is based on the concept of an aural pointer. The
method is rapid and it can be implemented as an auditory game. Furthermore,
besides the use of headphones, it does not require any additional equipment,
which makes it ideal for personalization in PMDs.
The inclusion of spatial sound in auditory interfaces has many benefits.
Spatial sound represents the most natural way of listening. It allows the
creation new kinds of exciting interfaces. It also provides a method of
mimicking the everyday listening, and furthermore methods for managing the
auditory attention, as presented in Chapter 5. HRTFs provide a convenient
method of producing spatial sound on PMDs. However, personalization is
required in order to attain effective spatialization.
This chapter is structured as follows. First the concept of an aural
pointer along previous work is presented. Then an aural pointer system is
implemented. Finally, a spatial sound personalization experiment is conducted
with the aural pointer.
6.1 The aural pointer
In spatial interfaces, it is often problematic how the user indicates the direction
or interacts with the objects. There are various input devices ranging from 3D
mice, data gloves, eye-tracking, mechanical, visual and acoustic tracking [206]
and custom made special devices. Each of these provice different affordances
and interaction metaphors. A common spatial interaction metaphor is pointing
[206].
The problem of interacting with spatial objects is especially pronounced
in spatial auditory interfaces. The sound objects may be located anywhere in
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the auditory space. In the commonly used ring-topology, the user rotates the
ring in order to move the item of interest to the front. The user will have
to browse through each ring item on the way to the target item. The aural
pointer attempts to implement the direct pointing metaphor in the auditory
domain, so that the user does not need to, for example, rotate the menu.
The aural pointer is the auditory equivalent of the pointer in GUIs. It is a
controllable virtual sound object that is able to indicate its current egocentric
spatial position. The pointer emits sound that provides the lateralization
cues. The user is therefore able to interact and point to the spatial objects
i.e. virtual sound objects. Depending on the controller implementation, the
user can move the pointer on a 2D-plane or in a 3D-space. The concept is
illustrated in Figure 6.1. In the illustration, two sound sources, the pointer
and a target item, are present on the horizontal plane.
Figure 6.1: The concept of an aural pointer. The target item is a static sound
source, but the spatial position of the pointer is controlled by the user. Both
sources are spatially rendered.
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6.2 Previous work on aural pointers
Auditory correspondents to visual pointers have been considered almost from
introduction of the auditory interfaces. Nevertheless, the topic has gained
very little attention and only few examples can be found.
An early aural pointer that resembled conceptually the GUI pointer was
introduced in [207]. The work presented a speaker based spatial sound
reproduction. A target sound was presented and the task was to move the
aural pointer to point at the target. If the user clicked the right mouse button,
he could hear the target sound. If the user concluded that the pointer is
pointing at the target, he pressed the left mouse button to shoot it. Although
the spatial sound was incorporated into the cursor as early as 1993 [207], it
has been rarely used since. Another, more recent, example of the aural pointer
concept was presented in [208]. Here the cursor is presented particularly as
an spatial interaction method for virtual worlds. The cursor uses spherical
coordinates (θ, φ) but also the pointer distance is contollable. The cursor
was presented as a “hearcon”, which is a spatial auditory object inside an
auditory interaction realm (AIR) [209].
There have also been other kinds approaches. For example in a system
called SAGA (Spatial Audio in Graphical Applications) [210] the pointer
denoted the current listening point inside an auditory space. The user could
hear the direction and distance to sources in the space and move the pointer
accordingly. In [209, 211] a microphone metaphor is used. The closer the
pointer was to a target item, the louder the target sound was.
6.3 An aural pointer system implementation
An aural pointer system for headphones was implemented in Matlab. The
system was designed to present the aural pointer and a target item. The
target item is an arbitrary auditory object with which the user is intended
to interact and/or to point. The sources are located on the horizontal plane
and the vertical dimension is neglected. The sound sources are spatialized by
using HRTF filters from the CIPIC HRTF database [72].
6.3.1 Description of the system
The system consisted of the spatial renderer, keyboard and headphones. A
block diagram of the system is presented in Figure 6.2.
The system renders two concurrent sound sources, the aural pointer and a
target sound. The sounds are processed according to the two azimuth angles
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Figure 6.2: A block diagram of the aural pointer system.
θpointer and θtarget. The azimuth angle θtarget is defined by the system, but the
θpointer is controllable by the user in real time. The possible azimuth values
are determined by the HRTF sampling points.
In order to render a particular sound source, the system reads the azimuth
angle set for the source, and selects the corresponding HRTF filter for left and
right ear. The original monophonic sound source is convoluted with the two
filters. Finally, the amplitude is normalized and the source is played through
headphones.
The aural pointer is controlled with the arrow keys of a keyboard. Right
arrow moves the pointer clockwise and left arrow counterclockwise. The
pointer emits a short beep sound as it moves. The up arrow triggers a
sound sample representing shooting. The shooting can be used for interaction
e.g. selecting items. Furthermore, the ability to shoot gives a secondary
lateralization cue to the user from which, he can assure that he is pointing at
the intented direction. The pointer is audible only when the user performs an
action - for example when the user moves the pointer or shoots. The target
item is audible at all times.
6.3.2 The CIPIC HRTF database
The CIPIC HRTF Database (release 1.0) was used. The database contains
HRTFs that have been measured from 45 subjects. The HRTFs have been
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sampled at 25 azimuths and 50 elevation angles, which has resulted in a total
of 1250 sampling points.
The azimuth values have not been uniformly sampled. The sampling steps
are visualized in Figure 6.3. The angular increment between the steps has
been 5◦ in the cyan, 10◦ in the green, 15◦ in the violet and 20◦ in the red
sector. The highest sampling resolution was at the front (θ = ±45◦) and in
the back (θ = 180◦ ± 45◦). In total, there were 50 sampling points on the
horizontal plane. The elevations were uniformly sampled by using an angular
increment of 5.625◦.
Figure 6.3: The CIPIC HRTF sampling resolution on the horizontal plane.
The colored areas represent the used sampling step at different directions.
6.3.3 The sound samples
The pointer emitted two types of sounds: movement and selecting. The
movement sound was a short beep. For selecting, there was a scifi-movie
“laser” sound effect. The target objects are shot in the current implementation.
The duration of the movement sample was 66ms. Furthemore, the sample
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had a peak at 690Hz and above 1000Hz the spectrum had a decayed rapidly.
The selecting sample had a duration of 260ms and a more evenly distributed
frequency content that ranged up to 5200Hz. The two sound samples are
presented in Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5.
Figure 6.4: Waveform and spectrum of the cursor movement sample. The
sample can be described as a ”short beep”.
6.4 HRTF personalization study with the au-
ral pointer
A database matching personalization study was conducted. The objective
was to find the most suitable HRTF set from the CIPIC HRTF Database for
each subject by using an aural pointer system.
The study resembled an auditory version of a simple first person shooter
game. The task of a subject was to aim and shoot at auditory targets.
Then, the performance of a certain HRTF set was evaluated in terms of
relative lateralization accuracy between the pointer and the target item. The
hypothesis was that a greater accuaracy yields a better spatial resolution and
thus better spatial reproduction. In the case of high accuracy on a certain
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Figure 6.5: Waveform and spectrum of the sample that was used for shooting.
The sample is a scifi type ”laser” sound effect.
HRTF set, the subject is able to efficiently discriminate whether the two
sounds are on the same half-plane (front or at the back) and how close the
two sources are to each other. For example, the front-back confusions rapidly
increase the lateralization error. Several HRTF sets were compared, and
the one that produced the smallest lateralization error was selected as the
candidate for a personalized HRTF set.
The proposed method is rapid, entertaining and does not require additional
accessories. These properties makes it an ideal personalization method for
PMDs.
6.4.1 Methodology
The listening test was conducted in Matlab. The system consisted of Beyerdy-
namic DT 990 headphones, a keyboard and a 15” monitor. The aural pointer
implementation described in section 6.3 was used. The monitor displayed a
GUI that provided information about the controls and the test progress. A
total of 12 subjects participated in the test, one of which was considered to
be an expert. The test lasted approximately 15 minutes.
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Six HRTF sets from the standard CIPIC HRTF Database were selected
into the test. Testing all of the 45 HRTFs would had been a very time
consuming process, in which subject fatigue could not have been avoided.
The selected HRTF sets were among a reduced CIPIC HRTF Database that
had been constructed in [63]. The reduction was based on a measure of the
highest spectral contrast between front and back locations at frequencies from
1000Hz to 10kHz [63]. This resulted in the selection of 13 HRTFs. In the
current study, six out of the suggested 13 sets were selected randomly. These
sets were numbered as subjects 008, 015, 021, 044, 119 and 154.
Test structure
The test consisted of a training phase, a personalization phase and a validation
phase. Each phase consisted of several cases. In each case the task was to
use the keyboard to move the aural pointer to point at the same direction as
the target sound and then shoot it. Shooting did not have any impact on the
target - it was rather an indicator that provided a further lateralization cue to
the subject. Furthermore, the subject could shoot as many times as he liked.
As the subject was convinced that the two sound sources overlap spatially,
he confirmed the direction by pressing the spacebar. The last pointing angle
was saved and the test proceeded to the next case. The GUI is shown in
Appendix E.
The training phase
During the training phase, the concept of an aural pointer was introduced
to the subjects. The subjects practiced controlling the pointer with three
practice targets. Data was not recorded in the training phase. As the subjects
did not have anything to ask and they were familiar with the system, the
actual test began.
The personalization phase
The purpose of the personalization phase was to find a candidate and a
reference HRTF set. The candidate set is assumed to be the one that is
closest to the individual HRTFs. The selection of the candidate sets was on
the basis of the lateralization accuracy. The accuracy of the six HRTF sets
were evaluated at three target angles. The target angles (θtarget) were 30
◦,
150◦ and 280◦. The starting angle for the pointer (θpointer) was randomized
for each target.
The target samples were speech. Speech is a familiar sound source that
generally has a high lateralization accuracy. Three target samples were
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randomly selected for each subject from a database of nine speech clips. The
clips contained English and Dutch spoken by several people. Furthermore,
the order of HRTF sets, target angles and samples were randomized. In total
there were 18 test cases.
The average angular difference, i.e. the relative lateralization error, be-
tween the θtarget and θpointer was calculated for each HRTF set. The HRTF
set that produced the smallest difference was selected as the candidate HRTF
set. The set that produced the 2nd largest error was selected as the reference
HRTF set.
The validation phase
The candidate and the reference HRTF sets were compared in the validation
phase. The purpose of the validation phase was to evaluate the difference of
the two sets. The subject’s task remained the same.
Eight target angles were randomly selected for both HRTF sets, which
resulted in 16 test cases. The target sound was a sequence of beeps and
sweeps. The sample contained a wide range of frequencies. Most of the energy
was located at frequencies 200− 2000Hz.
The confusion classification
The front-back and back-front confusions were estimated from the results of
the validation phase. A confusion was classified, if the pointer and the target
were located at different quarters and if the angular difference between θtarget
and θpointer exceeded a 35
◦ threshold. This threshold was included in order to
avoid the interpretation of a small lateralization error as front back confusion.
The threshold corresponds to two pointer steps at the sides, where the human
localization accuracy is poorest.
6.4.2 Results
Results for the personalization part are presented in Table 6.1. The table shows
the candidate and reference HRTF set for each subject. The confusion ratios
of the two HRTF sets from the validation phase are presented in Table 6.2. For
eight subjects, the candidate HRTF set resulted in a diminished a confusion
ratio. Two subjects encountered more confusion, and for two subjects there
was no difference. Student’s t-test was was performed on the estimated
confusion ratios. The test produced a p = 0.0163. The average confusion
ratio for the candidate sets was .385 and .573 for the reference sets.
[? ]
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HRTF Subject
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Cand. 044 154 021 044 154 021 008 008 021 119 008 015
Ref. 021 119 008 154 021 154 021 015 119 154 044 021
Table 6.1: Personalization phase results. Each number assigned for candidate
and reference sets correspond to the CIPIC HRTF Database subject number.
HRTF Subject
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Cand. 0 .25 .50 .375 .125 .50 .25 .25 .875 .375 .625 .50
Ref. .375 .50 .875 .75 .50 .375 .375 .625 .875 .375 .375 .875
Table 6.2: Front-back confusion ratios from the validation phase.
6.4.3 Discussion
The proposed personalization method was shown to reduce the front back
confusion. Even though, the personalization phase was short, approximately
5 minutes, differences between the HRTF sets could be found. On the other
hand only six sets were tested and there was a risk that a suitable for each
subject set was not included.
The term gamification could be used to describe the method. Gamification
refers to applying game thinking in a non-game context [212]. The current
method turns the personalization into an entertaining process. However,
the method did not incorporate common game elements such as feedback or
rewarding mechanisms. The method could be implemented as a very polished
and entertaining game. The more the users would play it, the more accurately
the database match could made.
Future work should include more HRTF sets, target angles and an in-
telligent HRTF selection process. At times the subjects were spending an
amount of time while they were carefully placing the aural cursor. Therefore,
temporal element could be included into to force the subject to make rapid,
intuitive, decisions. Another direction would be to move from HRTF database
matching to, for example, HRTF modeling and to use the aural pointer, or
some other subjective, perception based metric, to calibrate the system.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and future work
The initial objective of the thesis was increasing the safety of using a PMD in
traffic. It is relevant for both pedestrians and drivers. The visual distraction
and divided attention that occurrs during PMD usage increases the reaction
times and inattentionall blindness, and reduces the situation awareness, which
can lead to accidents. This thesis considered methods to replace the visual
screen with a multitasking auditory interface.
Several fundamental issues are encountered when designing an auditory
multitasking interface. The initial step was to investigate the consumer PMD
usage habits by interviewing. Hypothetical consumer cases were developed
based on the interviews. Then, the consumer cases were furthermore evaluated
in a brainstorm session in order to find design concepts. Finally, the research
topics were selected and implemented. The work was divided upon three
distinct topics. The topics were eyes-free interaction, auditory multitasking
and HRTF personalization in PMD context.
7.1 Eyes-free interaction
The interaction issues were tackled in Chapter 4. A gesture based eyes-free
controller suitable for microinteractions was presented. The controller was
based on acoustic classification of four tactile gestures. Furthermore, the
controller is particularly attractive because it can be implemented virtually
in any PMD that contains a microphone. The gestures can be performed for
example through a pocket. The controller was used to control an auditory
menu.
The prototype controller was compared against a visual interface in a
reaction time experiment. It was found that the auditory modality reduces
the reaction times. This is beneficial, as the reaction times have a correlation
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to the traffic safety. Even more importantly, the auditory interface leaves the
eyes free at all times. The user does not need to divide the visual attention
between the device and the environment.
The gestural controller could be furthermore improved by including cus-
tomization. The users could for example teach their individual gestures
while standing, sitting and walking. Also, the classification system could be
furthermore developed to detect for example the position of the tap and the
direction of the swipe.
This study was presented at the Audio Engineering Society (AES) 134th
convention in Berlin [213].
7.2 Auditory multitasking
The auditory system is capable of analyzing the soundscapes with a high
precision. We can essentially concentrate on one sound source, but we are
also able to simultaneously monitor to the whole soundscape. A method was
presented in Chapter 5 to present multiple simultaneous sound sources in a
more natural soundscape setting. The approach takes advantage of the so
called cocktail-party effect and the cognitive capability to switch attention
between different tasks. Furthermore, it attempts to resemble more closely
the real world sound events. Seldom, or never, do we listen only to one sound
source at a time - ambient sounds are always present.
The multilayer auditory interface creates a soundscape that consists of
several spatial depth layers. The idea is to provide efficient auditory en-
vironment for managing the attention and to improve the segregation of
simultaneous sources. The method also attempts to increase the perception
and comprehension of complex soundscapes by dividing it into foreground
and background layers. The foreground is for the tasks with higher and the
background layers for the tasks with lower priority.
The multilayer auditory interface is an attracting concept. Even though
the current study did not find remarkable differences in the comparison of
BRIR filtering and amplitude panning to create the layers, the concept should
be furthermore developed in terms of more sophisticated sound design and
interaction methods. It should be noted that currently the PMDs switch
abruptly from one sound stream to another. Upon further development, it
is crucial to consider the design guidelines for the possible applications and
services that would support the concept. This leads to another paradigm of
how to design new applications and how to adapt the existing applications
into the auditory domain.
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7.3 Rapid method for HRTF personalization
The use of spatial sound in auditory interfaces is beneficial. It enhances the
sound source segregation and the spatial dimension enables new kinds of
auditory interface design paradigms. As the functionalities and tasks have
their own spatial location, the user can create efficient cognitive maps of
the interface. Furthermore, the use of spatial sound can be an exciting new
experience for the user.
A common headphone based spatialization method is the use of HRTFs.
HRTFs describe the sound propagation from a point source to both ears.
Each person has individual HRTFs and in general, the best spatialization
is achieved by measuring the HRTFs individually. Non-individual HRTFs
may cause front-back and back-front confusion, inaccurate lateralization and
diminished spatial perception. Unfortunately, measuring the HRTFs of each
PMD customer is practically an impossible task.
Chapter 6 presented a rapid HRTF personalization method. The method
is suitable for PMD usage and it resembles an auditory game. It is based on
the use of an aural pointer, which is a controllable auditory object. The idea
behind the personalization method is that the perception controls the process.
If the perception is distorted i.e. spatial resolution is poor, the system will try
to find more suitable parameters. In practice, several CIPIC HRTF sets were
tested for each person and the set that produced the smallest relative source
position error between the aural pointer and a target item was determined
to be the personalized HRTF set. The personalization method was found to
reduce the front-back confusion ratios.
The method was presented at the Audio Engineering Society (AES) 132nd
convention in Budapest along with variations of the concept [214]. It was
also patented under the number WO2013064943.
7.4 Final thoughts
Auditory multitasking in personal media devices is a complex mixture of
multiple disciplines including acoustics, signal processing, psychoacoustics,
cognitive sciences, interaction design and sound design. The current work
considered some aspects of it but much is left for future work. Hopefully, the
spatial sound could one day be as an integral element of the auditory interfaces
and we would see some truly functional and fascinating new interfaces.
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Appendix A
Consumer insights
1. When I am on-the-go I usually listen to music with my personal device
(PMD). My PMD is typically online and I get announcements like
messages from my friends or calendar indications. At times this gets
quite messy when there is a lot going on. Therefore, my music listening
suffers from all alarms and indicator messages, or I may miss some
important signals because of the music I am listening. I wish there
was a meaningful way to combine entertainment and messages into a
smooth and pleasant experience.
2. I am using my PD for staying in touch with my friends. We often use
text/image-based interfaces (SMS, twitter, facebook). I often feel like
answering immediately to short messages. Often it would be enough
to just give ”yes/no/maybe” as a reply. I can do that in 10-20 seconds
with my PD. However, this requires that I have full attention to the
device and may lead to dangerous traffic situations. I wish I could do
simple real-time messaging (sms/twitter/facebook) without looking at
the screen.
3. I listen to the music with my portable player. I often update my player
with new contents and then I often like to listen to browse and explore
my new collection when I am on-the-go. Changing from one album to
another is basically simple but I need to see the navigation screen in
order to choose the album I want. It is very dangerous to do that in a
busy traffic (e.g., on a bicycle) and therefore I would really appreciate
a solution which helps me navigate simple menus without eyes.
4. I use my PD for navigational purposes (GPS) when I go to places
where I have not previously been. I want to get to my destination, but
using the map and simultaneously looking all the exciting new things is
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sometimes annoying. After all, I am not so good with maps. I would
love to have someone showing or telling me which direction to go, but I
really do not like the way navigators instruct me: ”Turn right after 200
meters”. I want to decide my own path and stay on the map.
5. I like to know what is going in the world and in my local area. Sometimes
I just do not have the time to watch the news or read the newspaper.
Previously I was listening to radio a lot and besides to the music, I
could also hear all the latest news and weather forecasts. Nowadays I
use my PD for music listening. I wish that I could get the latest news
also while listening to my favorite collection of music.
Appendix B
Auditory menu structure
Figure B.1: The menu structure used in chapter 4.
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Appendix C
GUI for the reaction and menu
browsing time experiment
Figure C.1: The GUI for chapter 4. It was used to present the current target
and to display the arrows to which the user had to react.
110
Appendix D
GUI for the multilayer auditory
interface experiment
Figure D.1: The GUI that was used in the multilayer auditory interface
experiment in chapter 5.
111
Appendix E
GUI for the HRTF personaliza-
tion experiment
Figure E.1: The GUI for the HRTF personalization test in chapter 6.
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